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Abstract

A process�centered software engineering environment �PSEE	 enables to model�
evolve� and enact the process of software development and maintenance� This paper
addresses the problem of process�interoperability among decentralized and autonomous
PSEEs by presenting the generic International Alliance model� which consists of two
elements� namely Treaty and Summit� The Treaty abstraction allows pairwise peer�
peer de
nition of multi�site shared sub�processes that are integrated inside each of
the participating sites� while retaining the de
nition� and evolution�autonomy of non�
shared local sub�processes� Summits are the execution abstraction for Treaty�de
ned
sub�processes� They enact Treaty sub�processes in multiple sites by successively alter�
nating between shared and private execution modes� the former is used for the syn�
chronous execution of the shared activities� and the latter is used for the autonomous
execution of any private subtasks emanating from the shared activities� We describe
the realization of the models in the Oz multi�site PSEE and evaluate the models and
system based on experience gained from using Oz for production purposes� We also
consider the application of the model to Petri net�based and grammar�based PSEEs�



� Introduction

As software systems becomemore complex and larger in scale� their development and mainte�
nance requires more people with various skills� often organized into groups� The decomposi�
tion into groups can be characterized by the level of intra�group vs� inter�group heterogeneity�
For example� a project may be composed of separate teams for requirements elicitation� func�
tional speci�cation� design� coding� testing� documentation� and maintenance� This decom�
position exhibits high intra�group homogeneity and inter�group heterogeneity� Alternatively�
a project may be decomposed into teams that are each responsible for full development of a
distinct component of the system� exhibiting intra�group heterogeneity� Another character�
istic of the project organization is whether it is formed top�down or bottom�up� An example
of the latter is when multiple independent organizations team up 	perhaps for a limited pe�
riod of time
 to develop a system� Finally� project personnel may be divided into� or made
up of pre�existing� physically dispersed teams 	or even individuals� e�g� telecommuting from
home
� a scenario that becomes more frequent with the advances in networking technologies�

Although the various decompositions have their own speci�c requirements� a common desir�
able property in a multi�team development is to allow some degree of operational as well as
managerial team autonomy� For example� it may be desirable to allow teams to use their own
set of software tools and hardware� their own private �les or databases� and their own devel�
opment policies and work�ow� or process� Furthermore� when the teams belong to di�erent
organizations� autonomy and privacy are �hard constraints that cannot be compromised or
a priori restricted� At the same time� the autonomous teams need to collaborate in order to
develop the product� For example� they may need to share tools or employ multi�user tools
across teams� they may need to exchange and�or share �les and other data� and they may
need to agree on some common policies and work�ow� at least for the parts of the work that
involve collaboration�

The concept of system�interoperability� which has been largely motivated by the emerging
globalization of computing� has been increasingly gaining popularity in various domains
such as work�ow interoperability for business process re�engineering ����� multi�database
interoperability ����� and general client�server interoperability ���� ���
�

In this paper we explore interoperability in the context of process�centered software engi�
neering environments 	PSEEs
� PSEEs are systems that support large scale software de�
velopment by providing� 	�
 mechanisms and notations for explicitly modeling the process
of development and maintenance of software� including task de�nitions� control integration
such as global task ordering and local constraints on their activation� tool integration� data
modeling and integration� and user modeling� and 	�
 mechanisms for enacting the modeled
process by the PSEEs process�engine� where forms of enactment include process automation
	e�g�� Marvel ����
� consistency 	e�g�� CLF ����
� monitoring 	e�g�� Provence ����
� enforcement
	e�g�� Darwin ����
� and guidance 	e�g�� Merlin ����
�

Thus� the PSEE�interoperability problem is to balance autonomy and collaboration among
multiple processes� both in the modeling and the enactment phases� as a basis for collabora�
tion among multiple groups�
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��� Requirements and Scope

decentralized PSEEs

We deliberately use the term decentralization as opposed to distribution to emphasize that
our focus in this work is on interconnecting environments that are independent and loosely�
coupled� both physically and logically� This is in contrast to a �classical distributed system
in which a single and homogeneous logical perspective is given to its applications but is
physically distributed into multiple computing units� Note that PSEE distribution 	in the
�classical meaning
 is a form of �vertical scale�up� in that it allows for more users to work�
but under the same process and typically with some bounded physical distance 	typically
a local�area network
� Here we address mainly �horizontal scale�up� where the number of
users per group sharing the same process may not grow much 	and in fact may degenerate
to a single user
� but the number of groups may be arbitrarily large� each group with its own
private process and data but collaborating in a concerted e�ort with other groups�

Another aspect that is derived from decentralization is Independent Operation and Self�
Containment� This means that a sub�environment 	henceforth SubEnv
 should be able to
behave as a complete environment by itself when not collaborating with any other SubEnvs�
and SubEnvs must be able to operate concurrently and independently� except when their
processes explicitly collaborate� The most fundamental implication of this requirement is
a �share�nothing architecture� That is� no multi�site service� mechanism� or data in the
environment can be centralized or physically shared and all interaction should be based
solely on message passing�

Decentralization also implies that A multi�site PSEE should impose minimum overhead on
the operation of local work in SubEnvs� The underlying assumption is that most of the
work done by a SubEnv is local to that SubEnv� and therefore each SubEnv should still be
optimized towards local work�

Finally� we make the distinction between inter� vs� intra� process coordination� The latter
is concerned with coordinating concurrent activities that might violate the consistency of
the project database� assuming that all participants use the same process� the same schema�
and most importantly� share the same centralized� project database 	see� for example� ���
�
In contrast� we focus in this paper on collaboration between users or teams with di�erent
processes� di�erent schemas� and di�erent project databases�

PSEE Autonomy

Each local SubEnv should have complete control over its process� tools and data� while
allowing access by remote SubEnvs under restrictions that are solely determined by the local
SubEnv� Access to a SubEnv has two perspectives� access to the local artifacts owned by
the SubEnv through some process interface� and access to� and interaction with tools and
actual process tasks� Autonomy constraints imply that a SubEnv�s data� tools and process
are by default private� and some work has to be done to allow sharing and remote use�
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Moreover� once de�ned� sharing should be restricted to the minimum degree necessary for
interoperability�

Process Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity in software systems in general 	and PSEEs in particular
 can be classi�ed
into four levels� the operating system� the runtime support 	PSEE engine
� the front�end
language 	Process Modeling Language 	PML

� and the applications 	speci�c processes
�
For example� a multi�PSEE can support heterogeneous processes written in the same PML
	application heterogeneity
� it can support heterogeneous PMLs but still require the same
underlying 	multi�lingual� in this case
 process engine 	language heterogeneity
� or it can
support interoperability across heterogeneous PSEE engines 	system heterogeneity
� Support
for heterogeneity is� in general� an extremely di�cult problem� particularly in the context
of decentralization� This paper explores a limited aspect of heterogeneity by �xing the
system and language levels 	although not restricting to a particular system or language
 and
supporting heterogeneity at the process model level� This is in contrast to ProcessWall ����
for example� which focuses on language heterogeneity 	see Section �
�

Allowing Pre�Existing Processes

In a typical top�down approach a system 	process
 is decomposed into sub�systems 	sub�
processes
� usually by a global authority which dictates where and how the di�erent parts of
the system� both control and data� will be de�ned and executed� In contrast� the bottom�up
approach� which is closely associated with decentralized systems� does not assume a global
authority� and multi�site applications are constructed between the possibly pre�existing local
	sub
systems� thereby avoiding the need to have any a priori knowledge of the �neighboring
subsystems before the time of construction� Our focus here is on the more decentralized
bottom�up construction of multi�PSEE processes� This is in contrast to most other dis�
tributed PSEEs which decompose a single process in a top�down fashion into sub�processes
with prede�ned and coordinated interfaces 	as done in ProcessWEAVER ����� see Section �
�
Notice that we do not exclude support for top�down methodology� we do not� however� en�
force it�

Thus� it should be possible for pre�existing SubEnvs to �join an on�going multi�site envi�
ronment or to form a new one with minimal con�guration overhead� Similarly� a �split of
a SubEnv from its currently con�gured multi�site environment should be supported�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Section � presents the interoperabilitymodel for
de�nition and enactment of multi�site activities� Section � discusses an actual implementation
of the model in the Oz rule�based multi�site PSEE� Section � outlines the application of the
model to other non�rule�based PMLs� Section � evaluates the research based on experience
gained by using Oz in a production environment� Section � compares to related work� and
Section � summarizes the contributions of this research and outlines future directions�

Our earlier paper �� introduced a preliminary version of the model and its implementation� focusing
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on enactment� Our book �� presented a revised� comprehensive and formalized model with detailed

coverage of both the de
nition and enactment aspects� and describes a mature implementation� This

paper abridges the book� and adds new material in two areas� Section � is entirely new� It describes

anecdotal experience and provides statistics on using one Oz environment for production purposes

by up to �� users over approximately � months �to date	� and �re	evaluates the interoperability

model based on this experience� This and other retrospective led to abstraction of local process

evolution and dynamic Treaty veri
cation out of the Oz realization and its generalization and

reformulation as part of the International Alliance model in Section ����

� The Process Interoperability Model

At a high�level� our approach taken to meet the challenges described above is to exploit the
fact that process models are encoded in a formal notation� and use it as a basis for formally
modeling interoperability among process models� Furthermore� we extend the concept of pro�
cess enactment to encompass enactment support for the actual multi�process activities that
enable collaboration between the sites� in addition to the conventional single�site execution�

We begin with de�nitions of terms and a formalization of concepts that are used in the rest
of the paper�

��� Basic Concepts and De�nitions

����� General Process Terminology

As stated earlier� a process model de�nes a project�speci�c process and is encoded in some
process modeling language 	PML
� and a process�centered software engineering environment
	PSEE
 is a system in which processes are modeled and enacted� A process model can be
instantiated when it gets bound with real data artifacts� tools� users� and any other system
bindings which are required by the PSEE� An instantiated environment is an executable
process model� For brevity� we shall call an instantiated environment simply an environment
	or SubEnv in the context of multi�site PSEEs
� This term should not be confused with the
term PSEE� which refers to the system on which 	instantiated
 environments run�

Note that the same process model can be instantiated in multiple environment instances�
At some point during its enactment� the process model of an environment might need to be
changed� e�g�� because of feedback from the environment and�or new requirements� in which
case it is evolved� i�e�� its persistent process and product states are upgraded to comply with
the new process de�nition�

We can identify a generic three�level context hierarchy in process models� A particular PML
may have more or fewer levels� but we assume that there is some mapping into these core
levels�

�� Activity � This is the PSEE�s interface to actual tools� including input�output data
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bindings� user bindings 	i�e�� who should execute the tool if it is interactive
� and
machine binding 	i�e�� on what machine should the tool execute
�

�� Process�step � This level encapsulates an activity with local prerequisites and imme�
diate consequences 	if any
 of the tool invocation� as imposed by the process� For
example� in the FUNSOFT Petri net based PML ���� a process step corresponds to
a transition along with its 	optionally
 attached predicates� in the Articulator task
graphs ���� this level corresponds to a node with its predecessor and successor edges�
and in rule�based PMLs� a process step is represented by a rule with pre� and post�
conditions� The process�step level may also supply the mechanism to interface among
multiple activities in a process� For instance� in rule�based PMLs� a post�condition
of one rule is matched against a pre�condition of another rule to determine possible
chaining� similarly� the �ring of a Petri net transition can enable another transition�

�� Task � A set of logically related process steps that represent a coherent process frag�
ment� Depending on the speci�c PML and PSEE 	�
 there usually are some ordering
constraints among the activities or process steps of a task� 	�
 parts of a task might
possibly be inferred dynamically� emanating from an entry activity or process step se�
lected by the user� and 	�
 depending on the subtasks� a task might be partially carried
out automatically by the PSEE on behalf of the user� usually by triggering the inferred
activities or steps� The task level may be explicitly de�ned in the PML through a spe�
cial notation� or may be implicitly de�ned through the local prerequisites�consequences
in the process�step level� or both�

����� A Multi�User� Single�Process PSEE

An 	instantiated
 environment E is de�ned as a quintuple

E �� U�T� S�D� P �

where�

� U is a set of users using the environment� No built�in roles or hierarchies are assumed
to be attached to users� except for the concept of an environment administrator� who
de�nes and can modify each of the elements in E 	analogous to the role of a database
administrator
�

� T is a set of tools being used in the environment� The tools can be o��the�shelf� or
customized to work in the PSEE� but in either case the PSEE is assumed to have
means to invoke those tools with process activities�

� S is a schema sub�language representing data types for modeling the process and
product data� S could be part of an external database that is separate from the PML
	as in SPADE ���
 or it could be part of the PML 	as in Marvel ����
� In addition�
the process data could be kept separately from the product data 	which may reside in
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the native �le system
� In PMLs with no data modeling at all 	e�g�� Synervision ����

this element degenerates to the empty language and all data elements are considered
to belong to the single �universal class�

� D is a database for storing the persistent objects� each belonging to a certain type 	or
class
 from S�

� P is a set of activities�steps�tasks and their inter�relationships� which together com�
prise the process model� They can be invoked either manually by human end�users� or
automatically by the process engine� Each activity encapsulates a tool from T � with
formal parameters from S� and actual parameters from D� An activity is not required
to be bound to speci�c users 	or roles
 from U � although such a requirement can be
imposed by a speci�c implementation or a speci�c process de�nition�

Based on the above de�nitions and requirements� a high�level view of a single�process PSEE
with an instantiated environment is depicted in Figure �� It consists of a data server man�
aging the process schema and data� a tool server integrating the project�s tools� a process
server executing the de�ned process� a client�user interface� and a communication layer con�
necting all components� A typical interaction with the PSEE is as follows� an end�user from
U initiates a task from P by invoking an activity that encapsulates tool	s
 from T � on a
set of data arguments from D that belong to classes from S� The process server receives
the request� and depending on the speci�c installed process and other ongoing activities�
determines what to do before� during and after the requested activity� involving the data
and tool servers� which can also interact directly with the client�

����� A Multi�Group� Multi�Process PSEE

A multi�process decentralized environment is formally de�ned as�

fEig i � � � � � n

where each Ei is a single�process environment as de�ned above� maintaining its own data
repository� tools� and process model� While the data is disjoint� it must nonetheless be
accessible by remote SubEnvs in order to enable process�interoperability� Thus� we assume
that the underlying PSEE has the necessary mechanisms to reference and bind remote data
objects to local activities� Driven by autonomy requirements� however� the data in each
SubEnv is private by default� and is said to be �owned by its local process� Thus� access
to both process and product data cannot be made from a remote process without prior
authorization from the owner process�

The high�level architectural view of a generic decentralized PSEE with a three�site decen�
tralized environment is depicted in Figure �� Each local SubEnv consists� in addition to the
single�process components� of an inter�process server� a remote�data server� a remote�tool
server and� a connectivity server that enables SubEnvs to connect to� and communicate
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with� other SubEnvs participating in the same 	global
 environment� These elements to�
gether form the necessary infrastructure support needed for process�interoperability� Notice
how the �no sharing property allows normal operation of some sites when other sites 	e�g��
the leftmost site in the �gure
 are inactive or disconnected�

We de�ne a multi�site activity as an activity that uses data objects� and optionally users
and�or machines from one or more remote sites� Note that the activity 	or tool
 per�se� need
not execute on multiple sites concurrently 	as in groupware tools
� it can execute at one site
into which the remote data objects are transferred� Thus� a given activity may or may not
be considered a multi�site activity during di�erent invocations� depending on whether the
resources bound to it include remote elements� Multi�site activities are the building blocks
of our process�interoperability model�

Finally� referring back to the context�hierarchy described earlier� it is important to note that
there is intentionally no fourth level that represents a local process as part of a global process�
This re�ects our concept of independent collaborating 	local
 processes� While our model
provides global infrastructure support to enable interoperability among local processes� it
explicitly avoids the need for a global �super process � although such a process can be
implicit�

��� De�ning Process Interoperability� the Treaty

In general� the interoperability model is based on the idea that sites explicitly specify in
what ways they are willing to participate in a multi�site operation� and the speci�cations
are loaded into each site�s local PSEE to establish all that is needed to enable those interac�
tions� Some intuition to the model may be gained by the �international alliance metaphor�
whereby independent countries sign �treaties that determine their collaboration but retain
full control over their local laws� Once signed� treaties have to be rati�ed by the local parties�
so that the full impact of the treaty is re�ected in each country when enacted� In addition�
Treaties have to be veri�ed to make sure that they are being carried out as agreed�

����� Treaty Requirements

The following is a set of requirements speci�c to modeling interoperability� driven by the
high�level requirements presented earlier in Section ����

�� Common sub�process� In order to enable invocation of multi�site activities� there must
be a way to de�ne and agree on a common sub�process that would become an integral
part of each local process intended to collaborate during that sub�process 	but not
necessarily by all SubEnvs in a global environment
� A common sub�process determines
what actions can be taken in the multiple participating SubEnvs� At the very least� the
multi�site activities must be commonly speci�ed so that they can be identi�ed during
execution� But this �unit of commonality might also be the process step� or even the
task� In any case� this unit represents those process fragments that potentially involve
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multiple local processes� The decision as to what level 	in the context hierarchy
 to
choose as the unit of commonality depends on the modeling primitives of the speci�c
PML� In a Petri net formalism� for example� the transition 	along with its input and
output places
 seems a natural choice� whereas in rule�based PMLs the rule 	process
step
 is likely to be chosen� In PMLs that support task hierarchies and modularization
	e�g�� Articulator ����
� a subtask might be the right choice�

It is important to recognize that the activity portion of a decentralized sub�process
need not be executable in every participating SubEnv� e�g�� since the encapsulated tool
may not be physically available everywhere� Instead� the activity only needs to be exe�
cutable in one of the SubEnvs intended to collaborate� which would hence always serve
as the invoking� or coordinating process� This means that common sub�processes are
not necessarily reciprocal� in the sense that not all participant SubEnvs have identical
process �privileges on multi�site activities� This issue has direct implications on the
model� as will be seen shortly�

�� Common sub�schema � This requirement applies mainly to PSEEs with database
and schema support� In such PMLs� invocation of multi�site activities 	as part of a
multi�site common sub�process
 requires the involved SubEnvs to share a common sub�
schema� so that the types of the parameters speci�ed in the invocation are de�ned in
the relevant SubEnvs� For example� if an activity A� is invoked from SubEnv E� on
remote data from E�� then E� must have the proper data types 	with possible support
for limited type coercion
 in its schema and consequently the properly instantiated
objects that are required by A�� Note� however� that a common sub�schema does not
necessarily imply that the corresponding data instances are shared � only their types
	i�e�� their schema
 are shared� De�ning common data schema and allowing access to
data instances are separate concerns which should not be confused or coalesced�

�� Remote access control� Following the above argument� there must be a way to de�ne
	and subsequently� control
 which data instances are allowed to be accessed� in what
way� and by which SubEnv� That is� local databases are by default private� consistent
with the autonomy requirement� but parts of them can be made accessible for remote
access by multi�site activities�

�� Locality of speci�cations� It must be possible for a common sub�process 	and the cor�
responding common sub�schema
 to be shared among only some of the local processes
of a given global environment� not necessarily all of them� Furthermore� a SubEnv
may contain multiple sub�processes� each of which is shared with di�erent subsets of
peer SubEnvs� There is usually some portion of each local process that is not shared
with any other process 	a private sub�process
� Similarly� it must be possible to specify
access to subsets of the data instances to only some but not all participating SubEnvs�
as opposed to allowing data to only be either totally private or universally public�

�� The PML must allow for both dynamic inclusion and exclusion of common sub�
processes� as well as independent evolution of private sub�processes� The former is
particularly important when independent pre�existing processes decide to collaborate�
perhaps only temporarily� while the latter is important for preserving the autonomy
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of local processes� The independent operation requirement further implies that the
Treaty mechanism should minimize the inter�site dependencies that are required to
maintain a consistent Treaty� This point is addressed in Section ������

In the rest of this section we address requirements �� � and �� Requirements � and �� which
are more database oriented� are covered elsewhere ����

����� Alternative Approaches

In considering the possible alternatives to expressing common sub�processes within otherwise
private and encapsulated processes� we can draw an analogy between our problem and similar
problems in the domain of distributed programming languages and systems� and investigate
alternatives there�

�� Process interface speci�ed within the PML � This approach includes programming
language abstraction mechanisms in which all control and data of a unit are by default
private 	or hidden
 unless speci�ed explicitly as public in the unit�s interface� For
example� the body�speci�cation distinction in Ada could be used to expose only the
common sub�processes 	or sub�tasks in Ada terminology
 in the speci�cation and hide
the private sub�process in the body� Another example is the export�import mechanism
inModula��� in which a subset of the activities 	functions
 could be exported by one
process 	module in Modula�� terminology
 and imported by another� while the rest of
the local process 	module
 is by default hidden�

The main problem with applying the above approach to our case is that it provides
the wrong abstraction� Its prime motivation is to distinguish between a unit�s external
	public
 interface and its internal 	private
 implementation� promoting modularity�
encapsulation� and reuse� While this might be the case in process interoperability� more
often the distinction is along the lines of shared versus private sub�processes� regardless
of whether the private process is an �implementation of the shared process� Another
problem with this approach is that it is language�based� and thus static in nature�
con�icting with the dynamic inclusion and evolution requirement stated earlier� That
is� the interface speci�cations cannot be changed while the program is executing� and
all the bindings among the di�erent modules are made at �compile time�

�� Process interconnection language� separate from a speci�c PML � This is analogous
to dynamic module interconnection languages� in which a separate notation is used to
denote how modules are inter�connected� For example� the Darwin ���� con�guration
language� 	the successor to Conic ����
 enables 	operating system
 processes to inter�
connect independently of the speci�c language in which they are written� by means of
typed ports through which data is exchanged between the processes� Ports are pro�
tected and made accessible through an import�export mechanism 	the actual notation
in Darwin is require and provide
�

�Not to be confused with the Darwin environment mentioned earlier�
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The abstraction here is closer to our needs� and it can also be made dynamic� as is the
case with Darwin� That is� the nature and kinds of bindings between the processes
can be changed dynamically� However� since this is still essentially a language�based
approach� dynamic changes impose a problem in terms of comprehensibility� either
the changes do not correspond to the original source de�nitions� which is an obvious
problem� or the interconnection is not explicitly declared� defeating in some sense the
purpose of using a language�based approach to begin with� The latter approach is taken
in Darwin� where the references to the services 	or control constructs
 are passed in
messages� allowing to change their behavior� but as the authors point out� this feature
is not recommended for long�term or semi�permanent bindings�

�� Other distributed programming languages � This community produced numerous lan�
guages that support some form of dynamic program con�guration among relatively
independent 	operating system
 processes� One representative is Hermes ����� another
port�based language in which new ports can be added to an executing 	operating sys�
tem
 process and existing port connections can also be changed� by statements executed
from within the existing Hermes code� New processes can also be added using the cre�
ate of statement� but only from within an existing process� Thus� it is not possible to
add new facilities that were not anticipated in the original program�

Our Treaty abstraction for de�ning process�interoperability is di�erent than any of the above
alternatives and is geared towards satisfying the requirements� It is de�ned pairwise between
each two SubEnvs that intend to collaborate� re�ecting the peer�peer nature of interoper�
ability� it is de�ned inside each of the participating SubEnvs� to address decentralization�
and it allows unilateral cancelation coupled with dynamic veri�cation� to address autonomy�
Finally� in contrast to the language�based approaches� we advocate a system�based approach�
i�e�� we extend the available PSEE�s execution engine with �system calls that support the
de�nition of the interoperability model� As such� this approach does not require the in�
vention of a whole new process�interoperability modeling language� nor does it make any
assumptions about a particular PML� making it generically applicable� 	We will return to
the issue of language� vs� system�based approach in Section ������


����� The Treaty

In the following discussion� the following notation is used�

� Ei denotes an instantiated environment�

� Ai is used to denote a set of process steps that form a common sub�process� Note that
in terms of the de�nition of an environment� Ai is a subset of P 	process
� i�e�� it does
not necessarily contain a subset of T 	tools
� D 	data
� U 	users
� but it does imply
a subset of S 	schema
 through the types of the formal parameters to the activities
in Ai� Furthermore� Ai may consist of a set of unrelated steps� all of which are part
of the common process� or they can be interrelated� for example representing a single
common task�
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� Ai	Ej
 denotes sub�process Ai of environment Ej � i�e�� a fragment of Ej �s process
model�

We de�ne the following operations�

�� export	A�	E�
� E�
 � Export A� from E� to E�� enabling E� to import A�� This
operation executes locally at E��

�� import	A�	E�
� E�
 � Get A� from E�� and integrate it with E��s process� This op�
eration executes at E� and involves also E�� A pre�requisite to this operation is that
A�	E�
 was previously exported in E�� The successful outcome of this operation gen�
erates A�	E�
� a local replicated version of A�� fully integrated with the rest of E��s
process� The exact meaning of �full integration is intentionally left out here� since
it is PML�speci�c� Intuitively� the idea is that the newly imported sub�process gets
interconnected with the local process and becomes an integral part of that process
	Section ����� shows a concrete implementation of import
� Note that the name of A�

must be distinct from any other pre�existing or new activity in E� so that it can be
uniquely identi�ed at runtime�

These operations form the mechanism to implement common activities� However� as men�
tioned earlier� a separate concern is to determine execution privileges on the common ac�
tivities� such as which SubEnv is entitled to execute a multi�site activity on remote data�
In some cases� invocation of speci�c activities cannot be made from some of the SubEnvs�
for example� due to tool invocation restrictions 	e�g�� licenses� platforms� location of tool
experts� etc�
�

It appears at �rst that such �execution privileges semantics could be permanently attached
to the export and import operations in some fashion� e�g�� to associate a request to execute on
remote data with the export operation� However� early experiments with our implementation
revealed that these are indeed orthogonal concerns that should be distinguished� Thus� we
separate the issue of how to provide common multi�site activities from the concern of how
to restrict or control their application�

We de�ne the following two execution privileges directives� each of which could be used in
conjunction with either of the above operations�

�� request	A�� E�� E�
 � E� speci�es an intent to use A� on data from E�� Note that A�

can be either exported by E� or imported from some other SubEnv�

�� accept	A�� E�� E�
 � E� allows A� to be used by E� on data from E�� Once again� A�

could be originally de�ned at E� 	or at some third site from which E� imported it
� in
which case it was later imported by E�� or it could be exported by E� and imported
by E��

To summarize� the four combinations and their intuitive meanings are�
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�� export request	A�	E�
� E�
 � I 	E�
 want to use my A� on your 	E�
 data�

�� import accept	A�	E�
� E�
 � I 	E�
 allow you 	E�
 to use your A� on my data�

�� export accept	A�	E�
� E�
 � I 	E�
 allow you 	E�
 to use my A� on my data�

�� import request	A�	E�
� E�
 � I 	E�
 want to use your A� on your 	E�
 data�

A 	simple
 Treaty 	denoted as T 
 is a binary relationship between two sites� de�ned as
either one of these two possibilities�

TA�	E�� E�
 � export request	A�	E�
� E�
� import accept	A�	E�
� E�
 	�


TA�	E�� E�
 � export accept	A�	E�
� E�
� import request	A�	E�
� E�
 	�


In words� this Treaty allows users operating at E� to execute activities de�ned in A� on data
from E�� We shall refer to this Treaty as �a Treaty from E� to E� on A�� Both de�nitions
lead to the same outcome� the di�erence being the origin of A�� in expression 	�
 A� is
initially de�ned in E� and is exported to E�� which imports it� whereas in expression 	�
 A�

is initially de�ned in E� and exported to E�� which imports it�

Thus� a Treaty between two SubEnvs consists of one requester and one acceptor� as well as
one exporter and one importer� The export�import pair of operations establishes a common
step 	containing multi�site activities
� and the request�accept pair de�nes which site is eligible
to invoke activities from the common step 	the requester
 and which one allows access to
its data 	the acceptor
� The gist of the Treaty is that it requires both sides to actively
participate in the agreement that determines their inter�process interactions� In particular�
a request on an activity without a corresponding accept on the same activity has no e�ect
on either SubEnv 	regardless of whether the activity is properly imported�exported
� As for
the order of the operations in a Treaty� the main reason for them not being commutative
is to protect the privacy of the exporting process� This means that any implementation of
import should restrict its visibility only to activities which have been already exported to
the relevant SubEnv by another SubEnv�

It is important to understand that the Treaty relationship is not symmetric� For example�
the Treaty above does not imply that E� can run activities from A� on E�� i�e�� it is only
uni�directional� This property of Treaties addresses the concerns raised earlier regarding
execution privileges� Furthermore� the Treaty is not transitive� and each Treaty between two
sites must be formed explicitly� 	Treaties can be considered re�exive� though� if self�export
and self�import are de�ned as �no�ops�


The extension of a Treaty to multiple sites is de�ned as�

TA�	E�� 	E� � � �En

 �
n�

i��

TA�	E�� Ei
 	�
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In words� it is the union of all pairwise 	simple
 Treaties with E� as the source SubEnv� This
multi�site Treaty allows users operating in E� to run activities de�ned in A� on remote data
from some or all of Ei� i � ��

To enable symmetric Treaties� we de�ne a 	binary
 Full Treaty 	denoted FT 
 as�

FTA�
	E�� E�
 � TA�

	E�� E�
�TA�
	E�� E�
 	�


and similarly� a multi�site full Treaty is de�ned as�

FTA�	E�� E� � � � En
 �
�

i�j

FTA�	Ei� Ej
 	�


This consists of the union of all unordered pairs of binary full Treaties 	or all ordered pairs
of regular Treaties
� While symmetric� full Treaties are still not transitive� to protect the
privacy of sites as in simple Treaties�

A Full Treaty allows any participating SubEnv to invoke a multi�site activity on data from
any other SubEnv in the Treaty� Note that when multiple sites are involved� there are many
combinations of possible Treaties between the sites on the same set of activities� not only
simple or full� For example� the Treaties�

TA	E�� 	E�� E�

 	�


TA	E�� 	E�� E�

 	�


allow either E� or E�� but not E�� to invoke multi�site activities from A on data from some
or all of the three sites�

This model provides maximum �exibility in expressing interprocess collaboration� and each
participant in a Treaty must explicitly �sign it by invoking the proper operation that re�ects
its role in the Treaty�

In order to withdraw from Treaties� the following operations are de�ned�

�� unexport	A�	E�
� E�
 � This operation executes in E�� It removes A� from further
being available to E� and invalidates possible previous Treaties� In addition� it revokes
any privileges which were associated with the export 	see below
�

�� unimport	A�	E�
� E�
 � This operation executes in E�� e�ectively removing A� from
E��s process� Like unexport� it invalidates any previous Treaties and privileges which
were attached to the import�

�� cancel	A�� E�� E�
 � has the opposite e�ect of request� i�e�� it disallows further use of
A� at E� on E�� It is issued at the requester end of a Treaty�

�� deny	A�� E�� E�
 � The opposite of accept� it disallows E� to further access E��s data
through A�� It is issued at the acceptor end of the Treaty�
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Since export and import are the mechanism for establishing shared common sub�processes�
when unexport 	unimport
 is executed on a previously exported 	imported
 activity� the
corresponding execution privileges property 	either request or accept
 is also revoked 	by
cancel or deny
� The opposite is not true� though� A cancel�deny does not imply unexport
or unimport� For example� a requester activity could be transformed to an acceptor activity
by issuing a cancel followed by accept� regardless of whether it is an exported or imported
activity�

����� Local Evolution and Dynamic Treaty Veri	cation

In Section ����� we identi�ed the need to be able to perform process evolutions and Treaty�
leaving operations locally with minimum interaction with remote SubEnvs� while still being
able to dynamically check the validity of Treaties� We begin with a de�nition of a valid 	or
consistent
 Treaty� analyze all possible ways in which it can be invalidated� and discuss our
dynamic Treaty�veri�cation algorithm�

A 	simple
 Treaty from E� to E� on A� is said to be valid if and only if all three conditions
below hold�

�� Either�

	a
 A� is marked at E� as exported to E�� and is marked at E� as imported from E��

	b
 A� is marked at E� as imported from E�� and is marked at E� as exported to E��

�� A� is marked at E� as a requester of E�� and is marked at E� as an acceptor from E��

�� A� is identically de�ned in both SubEnvs� Since there is no shared space in which
Treaties are stored� there must be a way to guarantee that original Treaties have not
been altered by the time they are invoked on remote data� We refer to this condition
as the �common sub�process invariant�

The �rst condition is invalidated whenever unexport at the exporting site� or unimport at
the importing site� is issued� When an activity is issued� unexport can be easily detected
locally at the invoking site � the invocation is rejected if the issued task is not 	anymore

exported� unimport is also easily detectable since when the task is requested on the remote
site� if it is part of a sub�process which has been unimported 	and thus removed from the
process� set of tasks
 the requested activity will simply not be found�

As for the second condition� both request and accept privileges have to be checked for their
validity� E� can lose its request privileges on A� if the equivalent of cancel	A�� E�� E�
 was
issued� This can occur in one of two ways� depending on the method by which the request
privileges were originally obtained� 	�
 If through export�request� then an unexport�request
on A� from E� to E� revokes request privileges� This can be validated at E� locally when
the multi�site activity is invoked� at the same time that the export privileges are checked�
	�
 If through import�request� then an unimport on A� at E� invalidates condition �� Thus�
validity checking is similar to that for condition ��
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E� can revoke accept privileges from E� on S� whenever the equivalent of deny	A�� E�� E�

occurs at E�� This can also occur in one of two ways� depending on the original commands
issued to set up the privileges� 	�
 In case of export�accept� an unexport�accept command
revokes the accept privileges� To verify this case� E� must explicitly check for proper accept
privileges every time an activity in A� is issued from E� on data from E�� 	�
 In case of
import�accept� an unimport at E� invalidates the accept privileges� Again� in case of normal
unimport� there is nothing to check� the activity will simply not be found�

The third condition� requiring identical copies of the Treaty sub�processes at the participant
SubEnvs� can become unsatis�ed as a result of various 	local
 process evolutions� and is more
complicated to check for� The main problem occurs when a Treaty sub�process is modi�ed
at the exporting 	�source
 SubEnv� Regardless of the process privileges attached to the
exported task� such evolution violates the common sub�process invariant�

One method to address this 	which was implemented inOz
 is based on evolution timestamps�
The idea is for the local SubEnv to assign a �timestamp each time a process is compiled
and loaded locally� When a sub�process is imported� its timestamp is also shipped and
stored at the importing SubEnv� At run�time� whenever a multi�site activity is invoked for
execution� the timestamp at the requesting SubEnv is compared to the one stored at the
accepting SubEnv� If there is a mismatch� it means that local evolution took place at the
exporting SubEnv� implying invalidation of the Treaty� and the execution is rejected� Re�
activation of the Treaty can be made by either re�importing explicitly the 	possibly modi�ed

sub�process� or by reloading the process 	perhaps automatically
� which also fetches the up�
to�date versions of all imported strategies from the exporting SubEnv	s
�

This dynamic approach to Treaty veri�cation eliminates the need to notify all related
SubEnvs when a local process change occurs 	some of them might not even be active at
that time
� and transfers the responsibility of upgrading the imported rules to each indi�
vidual SubEnv when it actually needs to use them� This �lazy update approach �ts well
with the general decentralized philosophy� Figure � summarizes this section by presenting
the dynamic Treaty veri�cation algorithm that is executed in the acceptor SubEnv prior to
invocation of each multi�site activity�

����
 Treaty Summary

Treaties are the abstraction mechanism used for the de�nition of process interoperability�
The only way by which a SubEnv can collaborate with other SubEnvs is through these
pre�de�ned arrangements that determine how to collaborate� and on what artifacts� Con�
sequently� the degree of collaboration 	vs� autonomy
 between each pair of SubEnvs is
determined by the �size of their common sub�process� This can range from total isolation
	no common sub�process is de�ned
 � where the SubEnvs have no means to access each
other�s data but are entirely autonomous � to total collaboration 	the entire process is com�
mon
 � where the SubEnvs lose any autonomy and logically share the same process and
data and are perhaps only physically distributed�

By splitting a Treaty into two independent operations and the Full Treaty into four operations
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verify�treaty 	TaskId� SrcSubEnv� DstSubEnv
�
�� Executes at DstSubEnv ��

�� condition � ��
if 	 �nd task with the given TaskId 

then

�� condition � ��
if 	 DstSubEnv accepts TaskId from DstSubEnv

then

�� condition � ��
if 	Tasks�s remote timestamp � Tasks�s local timestamp

then

Treaty is valid� allow execution
else

Treaty is invalid� reject execution
Reason� local evolution at the exporting SubEnv
Reactivation� re�import 	or reload
 at the
importing SubEnv with proper privileges

end if
else

There is no Treaty on that Task� reject execution
Reason� an equivalent of cancel occurred
Reactivation� DstSubEnv needs to accept the Task

end if
else

Requested task does not exist in local SubEnv� cannot execute
	Re
activation� DstSubEnv needs to 	re
import the task

end if

Figure �� Dynamic Treaty Veri�cation Algorithm
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	as opposed to bundling them to one global operation
 we ensure that both ends agree on
the Treaty and join it on their own terms� Not requiring synchronous execution of export
and import enables Treaties to be formed incrementally and when each party wants to join
them� In fact� of all the primitive operations� import is the only operation that requires
both sides to be simultaneously active� This independent multi�step protocol also enables
SubEnvs to retract from� and join to� a Treaty� independently and dynamically�

Finally� although Treaties are de�ned pairwise� multi�site Treaties involving an arbitrary
number of sites can be formed� It might appear that our approach su�ers from being too
low�level in that it makes it somewhat complicated to de�ne multi�site Treaties by requiring
to form pairwise Treaties� However� this formalism ensures maximum process autonomy�
Further� a particular implementation might use �macros or �scripts that perform all the
necessary operations automatically to form Treaties between �friendly sites in cases that pri�
vacy can be compromised for simplicity and convenience� Alternatively� an implementation
may decide to bundle some of the operations into a single built�in command� For example�
it could set defaults for combining export and import with request and accept but allow the
expert process administrator to modify them� Finally� the PSEE can make provisions for
enabling a user to be an administrator on multiple SubEnvs� so that in environments that
allow multi�site administrators 	e�g�� when the interoperability is between tightly�coupled
SubEnvs
� it is possible to bundle the Treaty as one operation� without violating autonomy�
Several of these alternatives were in fact implemented in Oz 	see Section �
�

��� Multi�Process Execution� the Summit

The Treaty mechanism establishes common sub�processes between sites� and de�nes execu�
tion privileges over the commonmulti�site activities� However� it does not impose a particular
approach on how to execute these shared processes� This is the role of Summits�

����� Alternatives� Design Choices� and Justi	cations

At �rst glance� there are two ways in which a multi�site task can be executed� 	�
 one SubEnv
	call it the coordinating SubEnv
 copies remote data into its own space and executes locally�
or 	�
 the task leaves the data where it is� and requests that its activities be executed
by the remote SubEnvs� This is similar to the two main approaches to distributed program
execution� fetch the data and execute locally� or send a request for remote function execution�
There are obvious tradeo�s between the two approaches� and the superiority of one over the
other largely depends on the nature of the program and the volume of the data involved�

However� since a multi�site task inherently involves more then one process� neither of these
approaches is always feasible or desirable� 	�
 Process autonomy restricts application of
the data fetching approach� since some of the remote data might not be accessible to the
executing process� and even if it is� the prerequisites and consequences determined by the
coordinating process might not maintain consistency with respect to the remote process	es
�
	�
 The function sending approach does not address activities that manipulate data from
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multiple 	local and remote
 processes� but instead assumes that an activity�s arguments all
reside in the same SubEnv� In addition� as mentioned earlier� tools invoked by an activity
may not be available at a remote SubEnv 	in fact such a scenario might be the initial
motivation for running the activity in the originating site
� and even copying the tools
might not work if the SubEnvs operate on heterogeneous platforms or if there are licensing
restrictions�

We devised a third hybrid approach� which combines the two approaches mentioned above
in a manner that ameliorates their limitations� Multi�site activities that are de�ned in a
common�sub�process are executed at the coordinating SubEnv by fetching to it all remote
data� while local activities emanating in each local process from the common�sub�process are
executed locally at each site with local data�

����� The Summit

Following the �international alliance metaphor mentioned earlier� our decentralized execu�
tion model can be described as a �summit meeting� Before the meeting 	multi�site activ�
ity
� each party 	process
 handles local constraints 	prerequisites
 that are necessary for the
meeting to take place� then the meeting is held at one location 	SubEnv
� where the various
parties send representatives 	data
 to collaborate� once the meeting is over and agreements
were made 	results of the activities
� all parties return home 	to their SubEnvs
 and carry
out the implications 	consequences
 of the meeting locally� Summits can lead to subsequent
Summits� each involving a subset of the parties� possibly with di�erent representatives 	data
arguments
� It is important to note that each of the two metaphors� namely Treaty and
Summit� are independent from each other in our model� That is� whereas in the interna�
tional community Summits 	may
 lead to Treaties� in our model Treaties actually enable
Summits�

Process interoperability takes place when an activity is invoked 	either manually by an end�
user or automatically by the process engine
 on data from one or more remote SubEnvs� 	The
case of only local data from the same SubEnv does not lead to inter�process collaboration�
and is handled however it would normally be by the underlying single�process PSEE�
 We
call the process from which the multi�site activity is invoked the coordinating process� The
Summit protocol consists of the following phases�

�� Summit Initialization and Treaty Veri�cation� The coordinating process in which the
Summit request was issued establishes a task context 	necessary to support interleaved
execution of multiple activities
 and allocates the necessary resources needed for the
Summit� It then binds the actual parameter objects 	at least one of which is remote�
or otherwise this would not be considered a Summit
 to the formal parameters of the
activity� Initialization is followed by executing the Treaty�veri�cation algorithm shown
in �gure ��

�� Pre�Summit� The involved processes 	i�e�� those that own some of the data requested
by the multi�site activity
 are noti�ed� and all of them 	including the coordinating
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process
 perform simultaneously and asynchronously pre�Summit process actions� each
according to its local process� with its local data and tools� in the local SubEnv� Pre�
Summit actions include� 	�
 Veri�cation that prerequisites imposed by the process
step enclosing the activity are satis�ed locally� this may be regarded as �internal
constraints� 	�
 Veri�cation that the activity can be executed with respect to the
overall task work�ow� this may be regarded as �external constraints 	see ���� for more
on this distinction
� 	�
 Active invocation of related activities� e�g�� to satisfy 	�
 and
	�
� And 	�
 Deriving and binding data arguments that are required by the activity
but were not speci�ed as parameters� Note that Pre�Summit requires that all involved
SubEnvs identify the same requested activity� in order to know what to verify�satisfy�
This is guaranteed through the import mechanism of the Treaty�

One optimization that can be made in some cases 	depending on the PML as well on
the speci�c activity
 is for the coordinating process to determine locally whether or not
launching a remote pre�Summit is necessary for each participating SubEnv� in which
case no �fan�out to the local sites is required� In general� however� the local SubEnvs
need to be able to decide for themselves whether or not they need to undertake any
work� The main point is the locality of the execution� which is determined solely by
each SubEnv on its local data� without �global intervention�

�� Summit � If pre�Summit is successful in all involved processes� the requested activity
is invoked in the coordinating process� with all the necessary local and remote data
arguments� The activity is executed synchronously� and it may or may not execute at
one location depending on the kind of tools associated with the activity� For example�
it may launch a cooperating set of tools� on one or more sites� involving one or several
users�

�� Post�Summit � When the Summit completes� all involved SubEnvs are noti�ed� and
all of them 	including the coordinating SubEnv
 perform simultaneously and asyn�
chronously post�Summit process actions� again each according to its local process� with
its local data and tools� in the local SubEnv� Post�Summit actions include� 	�
 Asser�
tions on the process and product data that re�ect the fact that the various activities
were executed 	depending on the PSEE� it may not always be possible to directly
modify such data within the activities themselves
� 	�
 Binding and assignment of
data a�ected by the activities that were not supplied as arguments� 	�
 Verifying that
consequences imposed by the steps in the Summit can be ful�lled 	this is not always
a logical implication of the pre�Summit veri�cation
� and 	�
 Triggering execution of
further activities� e�g�� as part of 	�
�

�� Summit Completion�When post�Summit completes in all local sites 	including the co�
ordinating SubEnv operating in �local mode
 the coordinating SubEnv checks whether
further Summits are pending 	see below
� If any Summit activity is pending� the al�
gorithm returns to step �� If no Summits are pending� the Summit is completed by
releasing all resources associated with the Summit�

Thus� both pre� and post�Summit phases occur asynchronously in each SubEnv only ac�
cording to its local process� while execution of the Summit phase occurs synchronously and
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involves collaboration among the participating SubEnvs� This design minimizes the inter�
ference between the processes 	and hence maximizes autonomy
 while still allowing them to
carry out the desired common activities as agreed upon in the Treaty�

A composite Summit 	i�e�� consisting of multiple Summit activities
 can be viewed as alter�
nating between �local mode � whereby each participating site 	including the coordinating
site
 performs local operations asynchronously � and �global mode in which the coordi�
nating process synchronously carries out operations involving data from multiple sites� with
the approach intended to minimize the �global mode and maximize the �local mode�

����� Example

The following example illustrates the execution of Summits� Assume there are three develop�
ment teams working in separate sub�environments SE�� SE�� and SE�� who are responsible
for three disjoint components of a system S� labeled S�� S�� and S�� The teams operate
at di�erent sites and reside in di�erent geographical areas� They each work on their own
artifacts 	e�g�� �les� documentation
 using their private tool set and their own processes�
Each component can be coded and unit�tested independently� and the components are in�
terconnected through published� well�de�ned� interfaces� Suppose S��s interface has to be
modi�ed in order to enhance some of its functionality� thereby requiring the other com�
ponents to change� The following steps should be taken� 	�
 the proposed change has to
be reviewed and approved by all SubEnvs� 	�
 the interface of S� is actually modi�ed� 	�

The a�ected components are modi�ed to correspond to the new interface� 	�
 a local test
of each component is performed� and 	�
 an integration test with all revised components
is performed� For simplicity� only the �successful path� i�e�� assuming that all the steps
were carried out successfully� is described� While the global modi�cation and integration
test must be performed synchronously 	with respect to all sites
 and at one site� the review�
local modi�cation� and local test activities can be performed asynchronously in the local
sites� and they can di�er at di�erent sites� For example� one site might employ �white box
local testing� while another site might use �black box testing� Moreover� even identical
operations might trigger di�erent related operations when issued at di�erent sites�

Figure � illustrates the enactment of this example as a 	composite
 Summit� The change
activity is initiated by the coordinating SubEnv SE�� Pre�Summit takes place in a decen�
tralized manner� where each SubEnv performs the Review activity locally according to its
own process� For example� SE� requires an additional analysis step before the review and
both SE� and SE� require a check�out phase using di�erent con�guration managers 	RCS
and SCCS� respectively
� Once reviewed by all sites� the Summit activity approve is exe�
cuted� determining whether to approve or disapprove the change based on the local reviews�
If the approval step succeeds� the modify activity is executed� where the objects are modi�
�ed� When �nished� post�Summit begins� again in a decentralized manner� All SubEnvs are
engaged in a unit�test step� but each one does it according to its own process� For example�
SE� employs a manual�test procedure 	e�g�� for testing the user interface
 which involves
human users that actually perform the tests 	devising the input sequences for the test suites
can be also done manually or automatically for either manual or automatic testing
� whereas
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Pre−Summit

Post−Summit

Init−Summit

Change(S1, S2, S3)

Analyze(S3)

Auto−test(S2)

Manual−test(S3)

Integration−test(S1,S2,S3,S)

Check−Out−RCS(S1)
Check−Out−SCCS(S2)

code−inspect(S2)

SE1 SE2 SE3

Auto−test(S1)

Review(S3)

Review(S2)

Review(S1)

Approve( S1, S2, S3)

Modify( S1, S2, S3)

Summit activities

   Summit  activity

Figure �� An Example Summit
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the other SubEnvs perform automatic testing� but SE� has an additional code�inspection
step� Completion of the local testing leads to integration�test� another Summit activity
in this composite Summit�

It is important to understand that Figure � depicts one particular execution trace of the
process� not the whole process� For example� a di�erent execution would occur if the review
activity failed at SE� 	i�e�� the reviewer did not accept the proposed change
� In this case�
a revision phase would be followed� after which a second review would be scheduled� and so
forth� until the review succeeds�

� Realization of the Interoperability Model in Oz

The generic model� as a high�level abstraction� leaves many aspects unde�ned and unre�
solved� both technical and conceptual� We address some of these issues here by discussing
the realization of Treaties and Summits� The architectural aspects of Oz� including site
interconnectivity� con�guration� transactions� database and cache management� are beyond
the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere ��� ���

��� Oz Overview

Oz is a multi�process PSEE 	as de�ned in Section �����
� and it supports de�nition and
execution of autonomous multiple SubEnvs following the Treaty and Summit models� When
not interoperating with other SubEnvs� the functionality of a local SubEnv resembles that
of Marvel ����� the predecessor to Oz� As in Marvel� each local 	sub
environment in Oz is
tailored by a local administrator who provides the data model� process model� tool envelopes
and coordination model for its team� These de�nitions are translated into an internal format
and then loaded into the environment� The process modeling language of Oz is based on
the Marvel Strategy Language 	MSL
 ����� Most importantly� Oz extends the user�driven�
rule�based paradigm to multi�process environments� Speci�cally� as far as local processes
are concerned� Oz processes are de�ned in terms of rules which correspond to the notion of
process�steps in the generic context hierarchy� A rule consists of� a signature� i�e�� names
and types of formal parameters� a binding section� where additional objects 	termed derived
parameters
 are bound to the rule as a result of querying the database� a pre�condition
consisting of a 	composite
 predicate over the arguments� an activity which interfaces to
external tools and data� and a set of mutually�exclusive e�ects� A rule can be �red either
directly by a user 	via a client� see below
� or indirectly� as a result of rule chaining� When
a rule is �red� its condition is evaluated� If the evaluation fails 	i�e�� the predicate evaluates
to false
� the rule processor attempts to automatically satisfy the rule by backward chaining
to other rules whom e�ect may satisfy the failed condition� recursively� If the condition is
	or has become
 satis�ed� the activity of the rule is spawned and executed on behalf of the
user who invoked the rule 	or� in case of a chained rule� the user who issued the rule that
chained to this rule
� Upon completion� the activity returns a return code that determines
which e�ect of the rule to assert� The rule processor then attempts to forward chain to rules
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whom condition have become satis�ed as a result of the assertion� recursively� Thus� process
steps are implicitly interrelated by logical matchings between e�ects and conditions of rules�
In order to enable �ner control over the degree of chaining� several chaining directives can
be applied on rule predicates� For example� a no forward directive on a rule�s e�ect disables
any forward chaining from that rule�

Oz has a two�level architecture� within a SubEnv� it has a client�server architecture with
multiple clients communicating with a single centralized process�server� Across SubEnvs�
Oz has a multi�server �share�nothing architecture� as advocated in the formal model� This
means that the processes� schemas� and instantiated objectbases are kept separately and
disjointly in each SubEnv� and that there is no global repository or �shared memory of any
sort�

Human interaction with the environment is provided through a client that is connected
primarily to its local server� Using the client�s connection to its local server� users can
operate the local tools 	encapsulated in rule activities
� on local data objects� under the
local process� In addition to the local server� however� Oz users can connect to remote
servers� Each remote SubEnv is represented in each local objectbase by a �stub object that
is visible to the client� By issuing the built�in open�remote 	close�remote
 command with
the appropriate stub object as parameter� a client can open 	close
 a connection to a remote
SubEnv� A remote connection provides limited access to the remote SubEnv� A remote client
can browse through remote objectbases and get information about remote objects 	subject
to access control permissions
� However� a client has no access to remote processes 	i�e��
rules� tools
 and manipulation of remote data can be done only by binding remote objects
as parameters to Treaty rules�

For example� �gure � shows how the client for user israel� is connected to the local server
of SubEnv NY� with a 	default
 view of the local objectbase� 	parent�child relationships are
depicted with straight lines and links by curved lines
� Figure � shows israel�s view after
an open�remote on site CT has been made� making CT�s remote objectbase available for
browsing by israel� israel�s client has not connected to SubEnvs MA and NJ� and they
may� or may not� be currently active 	i�e�� executing
� israel interacts with the environment
by selecting commands from the rules menu� which contains all the process�speci�c user�
level commands� and he supplies arguments to the rules by clicking on objects from the
objectbase� In particular� if a remote objectbase is open� israel can initiate a Summit by
selecting remote objects as arguments to Treaty rules� When the 	local
 server services the
request to �re a rule� it checks its own process� and communicates with remote SubEnvs if
the rule accesses remote data from their objectbases� and eventually determines whether an
activity has to be executed� That activity could be either the one explicitly requested by
the user� or another activity related to the requested one through a chained rule� The server
then sends a message to the requesting client to execute the activity in its activity�manager
component� During a Summit activity� remote objects are temporarily copied to the local
SubEnv and passed to the client prior to the activity execution� Note that since a client has

�The user�s name is shown in the upper left corner of the interface window�
�For simplicity� only a small objectbase is shown� but in reality Oz can maintain thousands of objects

with adequate browsing support�
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Figure �� An Oz Environment

no explicit access to remote processes� it cannot invoke �remote Summits� thus all Summits
are initiated by local clients�

��� Treaty in Oz

Treaties in Oz follow the formal Treaty model� The basic unit of commonality in Oz is the
rule� However� as a �syntactic sugar� the unit that is exported and imported is the strategy�
a bundling construct for rules� somewhat analogous to a module consisting of functions in
modular programming languages�

Oz provides �ve built�in commands for establishing Treaties� export� import� unexport�
unimport� and the �non�standard treaty operation� Although there are no separate com�
mands for request� accept� deny and cancel� they are speci�ed as parameters to each of
the above commands� making it possible to generate all possible combinations that were
discussed in the formal model in Section ����

����� export

The export operation is de�ned as�

export	strategy	SrcSubEnv
�DstSubEnv� �privileges�
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Figure �� Oz Environment with one open remote site

It executes locally at SrcSubEnv and merely involves adding an entry with the speci�ed
strategy and DstSubEnv to a persistent local export table� By default� Oz associates
request privileges with export� i�e�� it assumes that in most cases the exporter wants to
use the exported strategy on data from DstSubEnv� But the administrator can change
the default by explicitly selecting accept privileges� In addition to accept and request� Oz
provides a third option called shared� The semantics of the shared option are to export a
strategy both as a requester and as an acceptor� The main use of this option is to facilitate
convenient generation of full 	i�e�� bi�directional
 Treaties� a shared export followed by the
proper shared import establishes a full Treaty�

����� unexport

The unexport operation is de�ned as�

unexport	strategy	SrcSubEnv
�DstSubEnv� �privileges�


Like export� this is a local operation that executes at SrcSubEnv� It removes DstSubEnv

from the list of SubEnvs that are entitled to further import strategy� In addition� the
execution privileges are undone based on the speci�ed privileges argument � when coupled
with accept the e�ect is deny� coupled with request results in cancel� and coupled with
shared revokes both� Note that if� for example� the exported strategy was previously shared
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	i�e�� both requested and accepted
� then unexporting with request 	accept
 retains the accept
	request
 privileges intact�

����� import

The import operation is de�ned as�

import	strategy	SrcSubEnv
�DstSubEnv� �privileges�


import is the main operation in Treaties� We assume the existence of the necessary un�
derlying infrastructure to communicate with the remote SubEnv 	This topic is beyond the
scope of this paper� see ���
� In particular� there must be a connection from DstSubEnv to
SrcSubEnv� since the operation is initiated at DstSubEnv but it involves both SubEnvs�
The realization of import consists of four distinct phases�

�� Select � Since remote strategies are not normally visible to SubEnvs� the import in�
terface must supply the administrator at DstSubEnv with a list of the available strategies
at SrcSubEnv that were explicitly exported from it to DstSubEnv� Further� this informa�
tion must be generated dynamically� since the list of exported strategies at SrcSubEnv can
change at any time as a result of issuing local export or unexport operations�

�� Copy � Once the importer at DstSubEnv selects the strategy to import� the strategy
is copied from SrcSubEnv along with additional information needed for runtime validation
	e�g�� timestamp
� The source�code of the strategy is used only during the integration phase�
however� and cannot be manipulated by administrators at DstSubEnv� to ease dynamic
veri�cation of Treaties�

Note that import fetches only the rules� without the tools and their envelopes 	i�e�� the
wrapping mechanism used to integrate tools into Oz� see ����
� While this is not a problem
with the default import�accept option 	where the activity is not executed at the importing
SubEnv� only its data is accessed by the activity� which executes at another SubEnv
� the
import�request combination implicitly assumes that either the activity and its associated
tools already exist at the importing SubEnv� or they can be copied explicitly� If this is
not the case 	e�g�� a tool is bound to a speci�c machine and cannot be copied
� then this
combination should not be used�

�� Integrate � This is the main step� First� the imported strategy is parsed and checked
to be schema�compatible with the local process� Next� the rules in the parsed strategy
are integrated with the rule network� by forward connecting each new rule to all other rules
	both imported and local
 whose conditions match the rule�s e�ect� and backward connecting
it to all rules whose e�ects matches the rule�s condition� At the end of this procedure� the
imported strategies are fully integrated with the local process� When executed as part of a
Summit� local prerequisites and consequences 	in addition to �global Summit implications

of the imported Summit rules would be automatically enacted�

Figure � illustrates the integration phase� Suppose the modify rule is imported by two di�er�
ent sites� SiteA and SiteB� In siteA� modify is backward connected to rule review through
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SiteA SiteB

manual_test[?f:FILE]:
 
# binding
(forall MODULE ?m suchthat (member [?m.files ?f]))

:#condition
( ?f.status = Modified )

# activity

{ TEST man_test ?m.exec }

# effects
( ?f.status = UnitTested );
( ?f.status = TestFailed );

analyze[?f:FILE]:
 
: #condition
( ?f.status = NotReviewed )

# activity
{ REVIEW review ?f.request ?f.review }

# effects
( ?f.status = Reviewed );
( ?f.status = ReviewFailed );

auto_test[?f:FILE]:
 
# binding
(forall MODULE ?m suchthat (member [?m.files ?f]))

: #condition
( ?f.status = Modified )

# activity
{ TEST auto_test ?m.exec }

# effects
( ?f.status = UnitTested );
( ?f.status = TestFailed );

review[?f:FILE]:

 : #condition
( ?f.status = NotReviewed )

# activity
{ REVIEW review ?f.request ?f.review }

# effects
( ?f.status = Reviewed );
( ?f.status = ReviewFailed );

modify[?a:FILE, ?b:FILE]:

: # condition
(and  
        ( ?a.status = Reviewed )
        ( ?b.status = Reviewed ))

# activity
{ MODIFY mod ?a.contents ?b.contents }

# effect
(and 
        ( ?a.status = Modified )
        ( ?b.status = Modified ));

Figure �� Integration of Imported Rules

the matching between modify�s condition and review�s e�ects� and it is forward connected
to rule manual test through the matching between modify�s e�ects and manual test�s con�
dition� In siteB� the rule modify is backward connected to analyze and forward connected
to auto test� Thus� modify becomes an integral part of both processes� and may trigger�
or be triggered by� invocation of related rules during execution� Notice that in general an
imported rule may connect to zero� one or more local or other imported rules�

The ease with which process integration can be achieved reveals the strength of the declar�
ative nature of the rule paradigm� process fragments can be incrementally added 	or incre�
mentally removed
 and automatically integrated without user intervention� The context�less
rules� as well as the �ne granularity of rules as process building blocks� also pay o� hand�
somely�

Due to the coupling of import�export with accept�request in Oz� it is necessary to make
import idempotent with respect to the compilation mentioned above� and to allow a SubEnv
to export an imported strategy� This is particularly important for multi�site Treaties� For
example� suppose site E� imports strategy S� from site E� and site E� also imported S�
from E�� Now site E� wants to grant accept privileges to E�� so it issues an import�accept
command� but this time compilation of the process model is not necessary so only execution�
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privileges are modi�ed� When an import is requested on an already imported strategy 	or
alternatively� if it is a local strategy which was exported and is now imported� possibly to
form a full Treaty
� only the process privileges are updated� and the compilation part is
ignored� We refer to such operation as a �faked import�

�� Acknowledge � An acknowledgment is sent to SrcSubEnv� This acknowledgment is not
critical� however� since Treaties are veri�ed at runtime� Its sole purpose is to notify users at
SrcSubEnv of the new Treaties that are available to them�

There are two more properties that the import operation must possess� One is atomicity�
clearly� the import operation has several potential failure points� meaning that it must be
accompanied by a context�sensitive rollback mechanism that preserves the integrity of the
server in case of failures� However� since the acknowledgment phase is optional� there is
no need to guarantee cross�site atomicity for import� The atomicity of the operation has
to be preserved only in the importing server� This �ts well with the general decentralized
requirements�

The second required property is persistence� The imported compiled strategy� along with
the necessary information used for runtime veri�cation� must be stored permanently with
the local process since it outlives an execution of the server� and needs to be reloaded in
subsequent evolutions�

����� unimport

The unimport operation is de�ned as�

unimport	strategy	SrcSubEnv
�DstSubEnv� �privileges�


Unlike its import counterpart� unimport is a local operation� However� unlike unexport� it
might involve some non�trivial amount of work at the server� The algorithm is as follows� if
strategy is marked as imported frommore than one SubEnvs� or if strategy is a local strategy
	which was �faked imported for full Treaty purposes
� then unimport does not modify the
process� and only updates the privileges similar to the way it is done in unexport� If� however�
DstSubEnv is the only site from which strategy is marked as imported� then unimport

removes strategy from SrcSubEnv�s process� This requires �decremental recompilation
and regeneration of the rule network� Such an unimport also revokes all privileges from all
remote SubEnvs regardless of the parameters that were speci�ed with the operation� since
the strategy is removed from SrcSubEnv and cannot be used in any manner there�

As can be seen� not having the four execution�privileges commands 	request� accept� cancel�
and deny
 available separately from the four strategy�transfer commands 	export� unexport�
import� unimport
 introduces some technical and conceptual di�culties� On the other hand�
preliminary experiments showed that easing the procedure of forming Treaties is pragmat�
ically important� and that most of the Treaties can be formed using the default privileges�
while more pro�cient administrators can still select other options in order to get the de�
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sired behavior� In any case� this is mainly a user�interface issue� the main point is that the
equivalent semantics of the formal model are fully obtainable in Oz�

����
 Forming Treaties

Going back to the formal model� a simple binary Treaty between two SubEnvs is formed
by an export operation at the source SubEnv� followed by a matching import operation at
the target SubEnv� But these operations do not have to be synchronized� and in particular�
the import can occur at anytime after the export� or never occur at all� From the system�s
standpoint� Treaties are formed implicitly� and perhaps even without explicit intention� That
is� Treaties can be inferred automatically� when the right combination of export and import

occurs at the SubEnvs� In some sense� this is a continuation of the context�less rule�based
model that �ts well with autonomy concerns� In particular� there is no need for a �global
administrator to form Treaties� they are formed by local administrators willing to collabo�
rate in order to form the Treaties� and using the system to formalize their intentions as well
as to ensure that they are carried out as agreed�

In cases where SubEnvs are more tightly coupled� however� there might be a need to sup�
port 	simple and full
 Treaties as one operation� to simplify their formation� Indeed� early
experience with Oz revealed the need for such an operation in cases where� for example�
each SubEnv represented a single�user process as part of a multi�user global environment�
in which case a global administrator 	and a corresponding global Treaty operation
 was es�
sential� Therefore� Oz supports the explicit Treaty operation� which bundles export and
import� as explained below�

In order to be eligible for executing a Treaty operation� a user has to have administrator
privileges on both SubEnvs� Note� however� that in conformance with the �not�only�local�
or�global principle� the user does not need universal administrator privileges� only on the
two sites of a given Treaty�

The treaty operation is de�ned as�

Treaty	strategy	SrcSubEnv
�DstSubEnv� �privileges�


The semantics of the operation are as follows� strategy is exported from SrcSubEnv and
subsequently imported by DstSubEnv� Treaty is atomic� meaning that both SubEnvs have
to rollback in case of a failure� In addition� DstSubEnv has to operate in single�user mode
	i�e�� only one client can be connected to it� although SrcSubEnv and other SubEnvs might
have arbitrary number of active clients
� To simplify matters� Treaty is always initiated
by the exporter� However� the exporter can be either a requester 	default
 or an acceptor�
implying acceptor or requester privileges on DstSubEnv� respectively� Finally� as mentioned
earlier� a shared privilege implements a full Treaty� i�e�� either site can operate the rules in
the strategy on the other site�s data�
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��� Summit in Oz

Summits are the main means by which multiple SubEnvs actually interoperate� and as
such� they encompass all the support that is required to enable execution of multi�process
�Treati�ed tasks� Thus� whereas Treaties refer to static properties of rules and data 	e�g��
formal parameters and types
� Summits are concerned with dynamic properties of rules under
execution� such as the runtime objects that are bound to an executing rule� the chaining
context in which they execute� and so forth�

����� Summit Initialization and Treaty Veri	cation

A Summit task is initiated as a result of an explicit request from a user� From the user�s
point of view� the only di�erence between invoking a Summit rule and a normal rule is
that at least one of the parameter objects speci�ed by the user is remote� The �rst action
taken by the coordinating server is to fetch copies of the remote objects from their origin
SubEnvs� and bind them to the parameters of the rule 	in addition to the obvious binding of
local objects� but as we focus here on inter�site issues we will ignore from now purely local
aspects
�

The second step involves Treaty veri�cation� The coordinating server checks locally whether
the rule could be invoked as a Summit rule� by checking that the rule has request privileges on
the remote participating SubEnvs 	i�e�� those SubEnvs that have objects bound to parameters
of the rule
� If this is not the case� the rule cannot be executed in a Summit� But� as explained
earlier� this is only a necessary condition� not a su�cient one� because the Treaty might have
been invalidated unilaterally by one or more of the participating remote SubEnvs� So� after
local veri�cation� the coordinating server requests each participant SubEnv to execute the
veri�cation algorithm from �gure ��

The reader might wonder why is it necessary to fetch the remote objects before doing Treaty
veri�cation� The reason is somewhat pragmatic� and has to do with the rule�overloading
mechanism� Oz allows multiple rules with the same name to co�exist� and determines
which rule to execute based on the types and number of actual parameters supplied by
the client ����� Thus� when the local server receives a request to execute a rule� it has to �nd
the �closest rule that matches the types of the parameters� so only after the remote objects
	and their type information
 are fetched� can the server determine which rule is intended for
the Summit�

����� Pre�Summit

The coordinating server evaluates the rule�s condition� If the condition is not satis�ed� the
server fans out to the participating sites and triggers local backward chaining at each site
in an attempt to update the objects so that they satisfy the condition� Backward chaining
is private� i�e�� each process performs this step according to its autonomously de�ned sub�
process�
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One important aspect of remote backward 	and also forward
 chaining involves execution
of remote activities� In Oz� both backward and forward chaining can lead to the execution
of further activities� since the chained�to rules are regular rules that may contain arbitrary
activities� In particular� some of those activities might be interactive� requiring input from
a user� This presents both conceptual as well as technical problems that do not come up in
local backward chaining� conceptually� the remote server must determine which user�s client
should execute the remote activities� technically� it should be able to redirect the activity to
the speci�ed user�s client� The solution in Oz is to direct all activities to the initiating user�
by default� An optimization could be to direct only interactive activities to the remote client
and execute non�interactive activities with a local �proxy client 	see ����
� To provide a full
solution� however�Oz allows remote activities to be �delegated to 	remote
 users by extending
its modeling language to specify delegation� and by providing a delegation mechanism that
redirects activities� This topic is beyond the scope of this paper� see ����

����� Summit Activity

If the condition of the rule is satis�ed� the multi�site activity is �red at the coordinating
site� Since typical Oz activities involve 	possibly large
 �les � as opposed to pre� and post�
phases which access �light process state information � multi�site activities require sites
which are physically remote to transfer the remote �les to the coordinating server�

Another issue regarding multi�site activities is the association with users� In case of a single�
user activity� Oz associates the activity with the user whose on behalf the Summit rule was
invoked� or to a delegated user if it was speci�ed in the rule� In case of a multi�user groupware
activity 	e�g�� virtual whiteboard
� Oz provides mechanisms to de�ne the participants and
bind the activity to them at run time� see �����

����� Post�Summit

The �rst step in Post�Summit asserts the appropriate 	local and remote
 e�ects of the Sum�
mit rule� depending on the output from the activity� Since the executed rule is identical
at all participating sites 	because of the common sub�process invariant
� this phase can be
carried out in one of two ways� either the coordinating server sends a message to the remote
servers to assert the e�ect of the rule on the objects 	which are remote to the coordinating
server and local to each remote server
� or the coordinating server itself asserts the e�ects
on the replicated objects and sends the updates to the remote servers� The latter approach
simpli�es rule processing in that the Summit rule executes as a whole at the coordinating
server and there is no need to invoke remote rule processors to execute rule �fragments� In
addition� the replicated remote objects must be updated in the coordinating server anyways
for object cache management� Therefore� Oz employs the latter approach� In order to enable
forward local chaining� the coordinating server sends� in addition to the object updates� a
pointer to the asserted e�ect� and each of the remote servers acts as if it had asserted the
e�ects locally to explore forward chaining possibilities�
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Following the derivation phase� forward fan�out takes place� Each SubEnv then determines
which rules to execute based on its local process� and carries out the chains locally until
all possible forward chains have completed� At this point� they return to the coordinating
server�

����
 Inference of Summit Rules

There are several approaches to modeling and enacting multi�step Summit rules� Technically�
the coordinating server must distinguish chains which are part of the local fan�out from those
which are �global Summit rules� One alternative is to add �Summit directives� similar to
chaining directives� that explicitly annotate e�ect predicates in rules as �Summit predicates�
These annotations could be used to determine which chains are local� and which are global�
In fact� the initial implementation in Oz was done that way� However� this alternative both
limits the power of the rule inference engine and proves to be unnecessary�

Given that a Summit rule is syntactically a �normal rule that just happens to have remote
objects bound to it� then by extending the mechanism for dynamic binding of parameters ����
to handle binding of both local and remote objects to chained rules� the basic rule�inference
mechanism can infer Summit rules � these are simply the rules that happen to have been
instantiated with 	some
 remote objects as parameters� Thus� the inference of Summit rules
has been extended to operate in the same manner as local inference is done� However� unlike
normal rules� when Summit rules are inferred they are enqueued in a separate Summit queue
and are scheduled for execution only after local forward chaining has completed in all sites
that are part of that Summit 	see below
�

The main advantage of this approach is that as a natural extension of the rule processor for
handling derivation of Summits� it is no more 	and no less
 implicit that derivation of rules�
and it has the potential for automatically inferring multi�step Summits which could not have
been formed in the explicit notation unless they were pre�determined� Another advantage is
that Summit rules are formed only as needed� whereas the annotation approach would force
the administrator to consider Summits even when no remote data is involved� Finally� adding
annotations would have added an 	apparently unnecessary
 burden on process administrators
in forming Treaties�

����� Summit Completion

Once local forward chaining completes in all involved SubEnvs� they notify the coordinat�
ing server� which in turn checks if there are any rules in the Summit queue� If there are
none� it completes the task and releases resources that were allocated for the Summit 	e�g��
transaction locks� which are beyond the scope of this paper� see ���
� If there are pending
Summit rules� the coordinating SubEnv reiterates to the Summit initialization phase� except
it bypasses the manual parameter binding phase which is 	automatically
 performed by the
extended parameter binding mechanism� Recall that binding must occur before the initia�
tion of forward Summits� because it is the binding phase that actually recognizes which rules
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are Summit rules�

� Application of the Model to Other PMLs

We now outline how the interoperability model may be applied to two other families of
PSEEs categorized by the paradigm underlying their PMLs� namely Petri nets and Gram�
mars 	application to imperative process programming such as APPL�A can be found in ���
�
These families� together with rules� cover most kinds of PSEE ����� Since we take the existing
PMLs as given� the uninitiated reader should see the cited references for background and
justi�cation of each approach to process modeling�

��� Petri Nets

The Petri net ���� is a formalism for modeling concurrent systems� and it has been widely
applied to software process modeling� The application of our decentralized model to Petri
net�based PSEEs is in�uenced primarily by SLANG ��� and FUNSOFT ����� and their cor�
responding PSEEs� SPADE and MELMAC� respectively� Each of these PMLs is based on
extended Petri net formalisms 	speci�cally� SLANG is based on ER nets� and FUNSOFT on
predicate�transition nets
� but we will use for the most part general Petri net terminology�

Transitions usually represent our notion of activities 	note that our activities are di�erent
from SLANG�s notion of activities� which are more like our notion of a task
� The equivalent
of a process activity that involves 	possibly external
 tools is termed in SLANG a black
transition� and in FUNSOFT it is called a regular agency�

Places represent the activity�s formal parameters� and Tokens represent the current state of
the process under enactment and the product data used in the activities 	i�e�� the actual
parameters
�

A predicate can be attached to a transition and must be satis�ed prior to �ring the transition�
The predicates de�ne local constraints on an activity� as opposed to the general control �ow
expressed by the topology of the net� Both languages support the notion of a predicate� In
SLANG they are called guards� and in FUNSOFT simply predicates� A transition is said to
be enabled when its input places contain the su�cient quota of tokens and the predicate	s

on the transition is satis�ed�

A transition along with its attached predicates and input and output places correspond to
a process step� and is necessarily the minimal unit of commonality for Treaties� since in
general altering the input or output places of a transition requires to modify the transition
itself 	analogous to changing the number or types of the formal parameters to a function
in a conventional programming language
� Also� the predicate is a local constraint on the
transition and therefore conceptually part of it�

Integration of a process step into an existing net as part of the import operation involves� 	�

merging 	or adding new
 output places of local steps with input places of the imported step�
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and 	�
 merging output places of the imported step with 	possibly newly created
 input places
of local steps� This in turn might imply further modi�cations in the neighboring transitions
to accommodate the changes in input�output places� These operations e�ectively merge the
imported 	common
 step with the local process 	net
� It is not mandatory� however� to
connect an imported step to the net� There might not be opportunities to do so� just as it is
possible that in rule�based PMLs an imported rule will not match with any local rule� leaving
it isolated� in which case there are no pre� and post�Summit actions during its enactment�

The Summit protocol starts when a common transition is attempted� and the input places
contain some tokens representing remote objects 	again� we assume remote binding capabil�
ities which are provided by the underlying PSEE
�

Summit initialization � The coordinating SubEnv binds the data arguments to its input
places� and all involved SubEnvs mark their nets like the coordinating SubEnv� except the
tokens in the non�coordinating SubEnvs are merely stubs�

Pre�Summit � The transition�s predicate 	if any
 is evaluated at the coordinating site� and
if not satis�ed� the involved SubEnvs are noti�ed� Since Petri net based PMLs are usually
not extended to support the equivalent of backward chaining in rules� pre�Summit might be
restricted to condition evaluation if needed to be performed in a distributed manner�

Summit � The transition is �red in the coordinating SubEnv� invoking an activity on the
data arguments� When the activity �nishes� all involved remote SubEnvs �re the transition
without executing the activity� If there is a conditional branching that depends on the result
of applying the activity� then the same �return code is used in all SubEnvs to properly
direct the �ow of tokens to the output places�

Post�Summit � All associated SubEnvs transfer the appropriate tokens from their input to
their output places� This can lead to �ring of local transitions depending on the local nets�
When local �ring of transitions that were triggered by the Summit transition completes� the
remote SubEnv noti�es the coordinating SubEnv�

Summit�Completion � The coordinating SubEnv checks if new Summits can be derived
from the previous Summit� based on further connections in the coordinating SubEnv�s net�
If none exist� the Summit is complete�

One way to look at a Treaty and a corresponding Summit in Petri nets is as an �intersection
subnet which is shared by the participating local nets 	although possibly with di�erent
execution privileges
� whereby each local net has its own private connections to the subnet�
and its own �role in the shared subnet� in terms of sending the data required for executing
the Treaty subnet�

����� An Example

The following example� depicted in Figure �� illustrates how Treaties and Summits can be
applied in Petri nets� This is a multi�process extension of an example which was originally
given in ��� describing SLANG�
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Figure �� Example Multi�Process Petri�net

In the example� there are two processes� CODE and TEST� used by two separate groups
that are responsible for coding and testing the application� respectively� In order to increase
productivity and consistency� the two teams� previously not connected in any way by their
processes� decide to collaborate� The main collaborative step involves a joint evaluation of
the test results by representatives from both groups that will lead to better understanding
of the errors� In addition� implications of this step should provide local feedback to both
groups� Finally� the necessary data transfer among the groups 	e�g�� object code� reports�
etc�
� previously done outside the process� should be modeled and handled through the
inter�process modeling and binding mechanisms� respectively� thereby enabling automatic
and consistent transfer of the artifacts between the collaborating groups�

The dashed sub�process within the TEST process is then identi�ed as the future shared
sub�process� The main modi�cations made to that sub�process before turning it into a
Treaty sub�process are in the addition of an interface input place 	depicted by a circle with
an inner�circle� representing in SLANG an end�user interacting with an activity
 from the
CODE group for purposes of the evaluation of the test results� and two new transitions
with cross�process implications� 	�
 if the test fails� the CODE group is noti�ed to �x the
problems indicated by the test� 	�
 if the test is recognized as faulty� or insu�cient� the
TEST group is noti�ed and modi�es its package according to the recommendations made in
the evaluation� Finally� the input place holding the object code is now transferred by the
CODE group through the Summit mechanism� whereas before it was implicitly supplied to
the TEST group� This� however� does not require a change in the sub�process� since when
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the Treaty is established� the object�code output place in the CODE process is merged with
the corresponding input place in TEST�

Once the Treaty is established� all coding and test package preparations are still done inde�
pendently and autonomously as before� but the processes synchronize for the actual testing
phase when both groups are ready� as indicated by the presence of their respective tokens in
the input places of the shared activities�

When the shared activities 	i�e�� the Summit
 complete� a �fan�out 	or post�Summit
 occurs�
involving passing the relevant evaluation results to each team� possibly a�ecting their 	local

state� At a later point� when both teams are ready for a second test� a second Summit
activity is initiated�

��� Grammar�Based PMLs

The grammar hierarchy ���� and the corresponding automata provide another powerful set
of formalisms for modeling a wide variety of systems� although they may have been less fre�
quently applied to software process modeling than the other paradigms mentioned� There is
a spectrum of approaches to employing grammars in process modeling� analogous to sentence
generation at one end 	what Heimbigner calls a prescriptive process ����
 to sentence recog�
nition 	parsing
 at the other 	proscriptive
 ����� The PDL project employed the former for
context�free grammars ����� while the implementation of the Activity Structures Language
on top of Marvel follows the latter approach ����� One group experimented with both in
the context of attribute grammars for HFSP ���� and Objective Attribute Grammars �����
respectively�

Considering the grammar�based PMLs� a terminal symbol corresponds to an activity in our
context hierarchy� a non�terminal symbol to a task� and a production to a process step�
Grammar�based PMLs usually associate some kind of condition with each production� or
possibly with each symbol in a production� to specify when it could be selected� For example�
in the PDL�based system these are called restriction conditions� in the Activity Structures
Language they are simply rule conditions� and in HFSP they are decomposition conditions�
Symbols are associated with formal and actual parameters in some fashion speci�c to the
PML and PSEE� The symbol 	along with its possible condition
 seems the best candidate
for the unit of commonality� But it doesn�t have to be a terminal symbol� This re�ects the
hierarchical decomposition property of grammar�based PMLs� since it essentially allows to
de�ne any sub�process as common� However� any sub�tree that can possibly be generated
during execution from that symbol must be identical in both processes 	otherwise it will not
be common
� Thus� the import of a symbol is necessarily recursive� i�e�� when a symbol is
imported� all of its possible productions are imported recursively� Of course� a cyclic import
must be detected as part of the import procedure�

As with Petri nets� the importing site must also explicitly augment its grammar with the
new symbol� and use it in its production	s
� An issue that comes up in all PMLs but is
particularly eminent here is the issue of 	sub
task naming� The newly imported symbol
must not con�ict with the name of any other local symbol� and at the same time it 	and in
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fact all the derived symbols in a Treaty
 must be identi�ed as the common symbol when the
Summit is enacted� eliminating simple local renaming as an option� The general approach
recommended here� 	which is the one actually taken in Oz to address naming of rules

consists of separation of logical and physical names combined with unique physical name
generation� This approach enables both private 	logical
 naming of subtasks� as well as a
global name space for running Summits� The Summit protocol works as follows 	skip the
�rst and last phases
�

Pre�Summit � This phase begins when an activity represented by a common symbol is
invoked in one process with data from multiple processes� The remote SubEnvs are noti�
�ed� and any prerequisites to enacting that symbol are checked in each of the participating
SubEnvs� each according to their own local process� In principle� a recognition�oriented
PSEE might now recursively enact any symbols immediately preceding the common symbol
in the current production in an attempt to ful�ll the prerequisites� analogous to backward�
chaining for rule�based PSEEs� This could be regarded as a form of sentence generation�

Summit�Assuming all SubEnvs ultimately agree� the symbol is enacted in the coordinating
SubEnv� If� however� this is a non�terminal symbol representing a composite subtask� it
is �parsed recursively� possibly involving multiple multi�site activities� This is in fact a
�natural instance of composite Summits mentioned in the generic model� This is also why
non�terminal Treaty symbols are imported recursively� a common sub�task must be literally
common so that all involved sites know 	and trust
 what exactly is taking place when their
data is accessed�

Post�Summit � All the participating SubEnvs are noti�ed by the coordinator to complete
the symbol� For example� in the case of a generation�oriented PSEE� each local process might
automate control �ow through its local production within which the symbol was embedded�
Once again� the productions including a common symbol might be completely di�erent in
di�erent local processes� and enacted independently and autonomously�

� Experience and Evaluation

We now discuss how the interoperability model ful�lls the requirements set forth in Sec�
tion ���� We base our evaluation mainly on our experience in using Emerald City� an Oz
environment that has been used to develop the Amber ��� rule processor� Pern ���� transac�
tion manager� and the Darkover ���� object management system� Most importantly� Emer�
ald City was used for the re�engineering of the Oz kernel itself to be constructed by these
components��

�The latest version of Oz � ������ already uses Darkover and Pern as its components� and the integration

of the Amber process�server is in progress�
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	�� The Emerald City Environment

Emerald City consists of three types of processes� a �Master process that is used to maintain
stable versions of components as well as additional �glue modules that together comprise
Oz� an intermediate �Assembly process used for system 	re
�engineering from components�
and a �Workspace process for individual intra�component development� Although processes
can be in general instantiated for a variety of projects� Emerald City was tailored specif�
ically to support the complex development and re�engineering tasks of Oz� so we will not
distinguish from now between the processes and the actual environment� Note� however�
that many local 	i�e�� non�Treaty
 rules have been reused from earlier Oz and Marvel en�
vironments� particularly from OzMarvel� the Marvel environment which was used for the
production of the earlier Oz ����

Figure � shows the site interconnections in Emerald City� It comprises of a single Mas�
ter SubEnv� a single Assembly SubEnv and multiple Workspace SubEnvs� The Workspace
SubEnvs are mostly similar but not identical to each other� and unlike the multi�user Mas�
ter and Assembly SubEnvs� they are mostly single�user although nothing prevents them
from being used by multiple users 	as some have
� The Master SubEnv interoperates with
Workspace SubEnvs via the check�out�model strategy that contains various cross�site rules
for reserving and depositing artifacts across the sites� and for updating local information as
a result of changes in other SubEnvs� A sample Treaty rule for updating function interfaces
is listed in Appendix A� The rules in check�out�model are executable from Workspace�
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and have originated at Master� as indicated in the �gure by the request and export labels�
respectively�

Assembly maintains a three�way Treaty on the build�component strategy with the Master
SubEnv and with each Workspace SubEnv that is involved in the re�engineering e�ort� This
is a simple Treaty from Assembly to Master and Workspace� i�e�� only the Assembly SubEnv
can execute rules from that Treaty on data from Master and Assembly� A representative
rule from build�component is listed in Figure ���

This rule takes � arguments� one from Master� one form Assembly� and one from a Workspace

SubEnv �line �	� It then binds the proper subsystem object from Assembly �line �	� the executable

from the local workspace SubEnv �line �	� the local repository of header 
les �line ��	� the main

function from the local project �if exists	 or from the master project �lines �� � ��	� and source


les from the local and the master projects �lines �� � ��	� The condition �lines �����	 states that

all source 
les have been compiled and do not require recompilation �e�g�� due to changes made to

external function prototypes	� Notice that this rule may backward�chain to a local compile rule

vie the predicate in line ��� The activity �lines �����	 invokes a builder tool with objects from all

three sites� Finally� the e�ects �lines �����	 indicate whether the build activity was successful �
rst

e�ect	 or not �second e�ect	�

The Workspace SubEnv is where most of the development is done� where each developer
tailors his�her own rules and tools to suit his�her needs� Thus� Emerald City is prescriptive
and allows freedom in the creative aspects of programming 	carried out in Workspaces

while providing automatic utilities and proscription for the complex and mechanical aspects
of connecting the individual pieces together�

Emerald City has been in use since April ���� and is constantly evolving� In its present
con�guration it consists of �� SubEnvs� � Master� � Assembly� and �� Workspace SubEnvs�
The Master process consists of �� local rules 	in addition to the �� standard rules used for
site con�guration ��� and for built�in operations� e�g�� copy object
 and �� Treaty rules�
Figure �� shows a snapshot of user kaiser working in the Master SubEnv and listing the
rules� The number of rules in the menu is smaller than the total number of rules because
some of the rules are �hidden� i�e�� they are intended to be �red only through chaining and
not explicitly invoked by users� and other rules are overloaded� e�g�� there are � di�erent
reserve rules for the various types of objects reserved� and for di�erent types of destination
SubEnvs�

The Assembly process has �� local process�speci�c rules and � Treaty rules� A typical
Workspace process contains �� new rules� in addition to the imported Treaty strategies from
Assembly and Master� Thus� �� of the total distinct rules in Emerald City are Treaty rules�
This �gure� which can be used as a 	static
 measure of the level of site�interoperability� seems
to be typical for Oz environments� in another experimental environment that implemented
the ISPW� �benchmark scenario ����� this interoperability measure was �� 	see ���
� An�
other 	dynamic
 measure of site�interoperability is the percentage of actual invocations of
Treaty rules in Summits from the total invocations� Table ��� summarizes the runtime
statistics made for �� active project members 	taken from execution log �les generated by
Oz
� The built�in column includes operations such as printing an object and browsing
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� �����������������������������������������������������������������

� Build a system using a local main function

� �lp is the local �workspace� project object

� �ap is the assembly project object

� �mp is the master project object� where code needed by a

� variety of workspace SubEnvs is stored�

� �����������������������������������������������������������������

	� build�system 
�lp�LOCAL�PROJECT� �ap�PROJECT� �mp�PROJECT�

�� � RULE BINDINGS�

�� �and

�� � find the proper subsystem in re�project to link to�

�� �exists SUBSYSTEM �s suchthat �and �ancestor 
�ap �s�

�� ��s�Name � �lp�subsystem���

�� � find the local binary

�� �exists BIN �lb suchthat �member 
�lp�bin �lb��

�� � find the repository of local header files

	�� �forall INC �i suchthat �member 
�lp�inc �i��

		� � Find Main file� if it exists� in the local project or Master

	�� �exists CFILE �main suchthat �or �and �linkto 
�lp�main �main�

	�� �ancestor 
�lp �main��

	�� �and �linkto 
�mp�main �main�

	�� �ancestor 
�mp �main����

	�� � bind all source files in the local project

	�� �forall COMPILABLE �c suchthat �or �member 
�lp�files �c�

	�� �member 
�mp�files �c����

	�� �

��� � RULE CONDITION� all source files are compiled and are not marked

�	� � for recompilation

��� �and no�forward ��c�compile�status � Compiled�

��� no�chain ��i�recompile�mod � false�

��� no�forward ��main�compile�status � Compiled��

��� � RULE ACTIVITY� build an executable with objects from all sites

��� � COMBINE�TOOLS build�local�main �lb�executable �lp�build�log

��� �s�libraries �s�build�order �s�med�libraries

��� �main�object�code �c�object�code �

��� � RULE EFFECTS�

��� ��lb�build�status � Built�� � build succeeded

�	� ��lb�build�status � NotBuilt�� � build failed

Figure ��� Three�site Build
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Figure ��� A Snapshot from the Master SubEnv

the hierarchy� and are in general not part of a speci�c process� The treaty column lists the
�meta administrator commands to establish�update�remove treaties� They were mostly
issued by three administrators of Master and Assembly 	other users have issued such com�
mands sparsely� to connect their Workspace to other SubEnvs
� The summit and local

columns list invocations of Summit and local rules� respectively� and the int� measure

lists the dynamic interoperability measure� i�e�� the percentage of Summit rules from the
sum of Summit and local invocations� We can see that the overall dynamic interoperability
measure is �� � meaning that approximately �� of the development e�orts were local� an
overall positive result�

	�� Evaluation


���� Autonomy

Throughout the paper we have seen numerous cases where autonomy played a major role
in determining the design of the model and the system� Perhaps the major aspect that
ful�lls this requirement is that site autonomy is the default and is guaranteed unless explicit
speci�cation of interoperability is made� Autonomy�by�default is closely related to enabling
independent operation� but includes also de�nitional and execution aspects�

Regarding de�nition� the schema� process� and database are all by default autonomous� The
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users built�in treaty summit local Total int� measure
� admin ����� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���
� ���� � ��� ���� ���� ���
� admin ���� ��� ��� ���� ����� ���
� ���� �� ��� ���� ���� ���
� ���� �� ��� ���� ���� ���
� ���� � ��� ��� ���� ���
� ��� �� ��� ��� ���� ���
� admin ���� ��� ��� ���� ����� ���
� ���� � ��� ���� ���� ���
�� ��� � �� ��� ��� ���
�� ����� � ��� ���� ����� ���
Total� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� ���

Table �� Summary of usage in Emerald City

�ne�grained modeling of Treaties contributes also to autonomy since each site can control
precisely what is shared and what is not� The loose commitment to a Treaty that enables
unilateral retraction further supports autonomy� even though it incurs some performance
overhead in dynamically verifying Treaties at runtime� Regarding execution� the general
idea in supporting autonomy was to minimize the impact of interoperability beyond what
was explicitly de�ned as shared� and to maximize local execution� Most of these arguments
hold equally well to the generic model as well as to Oz�

The tension between supporting autonomy and enabling facilities for interoperability have
led to some oversights regarding autonomy� however� mostly in the design of Oz 	as opposed
to the generic model
� The most important one concerns the global con�guration mechanism
and the global objectbase browsing facility� both of which cannot be �turned�o� and thus
they violate autonomy� This was evidenced in Emerald City� where individuals working in
their workspaces sites did not want to provide any access to other workspaces� To overcome
this problem� the con�guration mechanism has been modi�ed to allow for partial visibility
of remote sites which is determined autonomously� but a more general solution is needed�


���� Locality

To a large degree� this requirement was met� both in the generic model and inOz� The model
was speci�cally designed to minimize the impact on local work� In particular� the approach
of gradually superimposing interoperability on top of the underlying 	possibly pre�existing
and enactable
 local processes� maximizes locality� As far as the impact of decentralization
on the quality and performance of local work � this issue seems to have been successfully
met� too� The overhead imposed byOz on local work in a SubEnv compared with work in an
equivalent single instance running under the Marvel single�site PSEE is negligible� because
the infrastructure overhead impacts only interoperability�
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���� Interoperability

Given that autonomy was a crucial requirement� this �competing requirement seems to also
have been adequately addressed� The Treaty abstraction appears to support particularly well
interoperability modeling of process and data� Two areas that still need improvements are
in modeling interoperability at the user and the tool levels� which are related to groupware
technology� Preliminary work has been done in �����

Work in Emerald City revealed another area that requires improvements in Oz� namely bet�
ter support for multi�site operations between trusted sites� particularly for interoperability
modeling� The Treaty operation as a single command 	with the issuer being administrator
in both sites
 was a step in that direction� Other improvements include commands for de�n�
ing multi�site Treaties� more selective Treaty invalidation procedures that do not invalidate
Treaties unnecessarily� and automatic updates of strategies without requiring to re�establish
Treaties� Finally� work in Emerald City showed that establishing cross�site links at the data
level is important for facilitating multi�site activities� although it may violate autonomy�


���� Support for Pre�existing and Heterogeneous Processes

Both Summits and Treaties were designed with this requirement in mind� and proved to be
quite e�ective� It is of course possible and even likely that two pre�existing and unrelated
processes will have no common sub�process a priori� But �bridges of interoperability can be
incrementally added� with minimal distractions to local work� This is particularly true for the
declarative rule�based PML� For other PMLs� however� the addition of a new�subprocess may
require more work and special tools� Another problematic issue with supporting pre�existing
processes is with their schemas� particularly in strongly�typed PMLs� Such PMLs should
provide facilities that enable to superimpose new shared sub�schemas on top of the pre�
existing ones 	perhaps along the lines of what is done in Pegasus ����
� Alternatively� PMLs
might need to sacri�ce some of their typing restrictions� at least for Summit activities� to
accommodate heterogeneous schemas� and to be able to check for schema 	sub
compatibility�


���
 Scaleability

The Treaty�Summit model scales up mainly because it does not assume any global authority
or centralized control� However� it does not provide means to form hierarchies over a set
of interoperating sites� and they are all treated �atly as peers� This might have a negative
impact on scaleability� particularly for top�down oriented environments� For example� in
Emerald City it may have been advantageous to de�ne a hierarchy of workspace SubEnvs
with individual student�s workspaces below �component workspaces�
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���� Language vs� System approaches to Treaty De	nition

We already discussed in Section ����� some advantages of using the system�based approach�
One disadvantage of this approach is that it is impossible to de�ne a �Treaty program with
site classes as formal parameters� In Emerald City� for example� this capability would have
allowed to automatically form a Treaty upon instantiation of a new workspace site in Emerald
City� Instead� it was necessary to form a Treaty manually between each new workspace
SubEnv and the other sites� Another disadvantage of the system�based approach was that it
was necessary to create a set of built�in system calls not only for creating Treaties but also
for removing� listing� and updating them� This suggests language constructs for Treaties in
conjunction with system calls that are called from them� as an improved approach�

� Related Work

ISTAR ����� one of the earliest software engineering environments 	or �Integrated Project
Support Environments
� provided comprehensive support to the software development life�
cycle� including both management and software engineering� The main idea in ISTAR was
the contractual approach� in which a �contractor 	e�g�� a group of programmers
 provides
services to a client 	e�g�� a manager
� The contract must have well�de�ned deliverables
and acceptance criteria� and might include additional constraints imposed by the client� A
contractor can further delegate some of the tasks to a sub�contractor� creating a �contract
hierarchy in a top�down fashion� In addition� the ISTAR architecture permits for sub�
contracts 	and all of their sub�contracts� recursively
 to operate autonomously in di�erent
sites� since the contract databases are distinct and can be operated independently� Although
ISTAR was not a PSEE 	it had a somewhat hard�coded process
� its architecture was an
important step towards decentralization�

Shy� Taylor� and Osterweil were among the �rst to explicitly identify decentralization as a
key environment technology ����� Their theoretical work draws an analogy between software
development and the business corporation� and they advocate a �federated decentralization
model for PSEEs with global support for environment infrastructure capabilities and local
management with means to mediate relations between local processes� Among the argu�
ments made for this model are� 	�
 The level of global support is not rigid� 	�
 While the
communication is established under guidelines determined by the global process� the actual
communication is provided and maintained under the control of the local entities� and 	�
 Ex�
tensibility� because integration of processes and services can be implemented gradually� This
preliminary model� while advocating decentralization� still considers every sub�environment
to be strongly a�liated with the corporation and necessarily abiding by some global rules�
Thus� autonomy is necessarily restricted a priori�

Heimbigner argues in ���� that just like databases� �environments will move to looser� fed�
erated� architectures ��� address inter�operability between partial�environments of varying
degrees of openness� He also notes that part of the reason for not adopting this approach
until recently was due to the inadequacy of existing software process technology� However�
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his focus is on support for multiple formalisms� His proposed ProcessWall ���� is an attempt
to address heterogeneity at the language level� The main idea in the ProcessWall is the
separation of process state from the programs that construct the state� in theory� multiple
process formalisms 	e�g�� procedural and rule�based
 can co�exist and be used for writing
fragments of a process� However� decentralization as a concept is not addressed� and in
particular� the process state server is centralized�

ProcessWEAVER is a commercial product of Cap Gemini Innovation� with a Petri net
based PML� Fernstr!om describes ����in a process� which consists of a set of cooperating
sub�processes� every sub�process can be characterized by the set of �services� it provides and
requires from the other sub�processes ����� This sounds remarkably similar to our approach�
However� in the ProcessWEAVER system� ����processes are recursively structured into sub�
processes of �ner and �ner granularity and detail� In other words� processes are de�ned top�
down� and provide essentially for �ne�grained decomposition of one global process� whereas
in our approach� what is in e�ect the decentralized process of a global environment can be
de�ned bottom�up from the 	collaborating
 processes of the constituent SubEnvs� Finally�
autonomy concerns for local process and their artifacts� which is a fundamental requirement
in our approach� is not considered�

SMART ���� is an attempt to provide a methodology and a supporting technology for the
process 	as opposed to product
 lifecycle through multi�formalism support� whereby di�erent
phases in the lifecycle are supported by di�erent formalisms and corresponding 	sub
systems�
Speci�cally� SMART views the lifecycle of a process as consisting of a development phase�
followed by analysis and possibly a simulation phase� followed by an embedding phase� in
which a process model is instantiated with actual tools and product data bound to it� followed
by an execution and monitoring phase� which feeds back to the development phase� Modeling�
analysis� and simulation are performed with the Articulator system ����� process execution
is performed by HP�s SynerVision� and Matisse ���� 	also from HP
 is used to maintain
a knowledge�base containing the artifacts that represent the process models developed in
the Articulator� and serves as an integration medium between Articulator and SynerVision�
Thus� the emphasis is on multi�paradigm support for the process� and on bi�directional
translation� from process models to process 	executable
 programs� and from the process
execution state back to the process model level� From a heterogeneity standpoint� SMART
can be categorized as having some degree of system heterogeneity� since it integrates three
di�erent systems� and formalism heterogeneity� although not for de�ning di�erent aspects of
the process 	as in ProcessWall
� but rather for supporting di�erent phases of a prede�ned
lifecycle� However� there is no support for multiple processes with distinct instantiated
products�

TEMPO ��� is another PSEE that is designed to support �programming�in�the�many� i�e��
projects that involve a large number of people� and therefore its emphasis is on modeling and
mechanisms for supporting collaboration� coordination� and synchronization between project
participants� TEMPO provides three main abstractions that facilitate modeling multi�user
aspects of the process� 	�
 hierarchical decomposition of processes to sub�processes in a top�
down fashion� similar to ProcessWEAVER� 	�
 support for multiple private views of the pro�
cess� through the role concept which allows to de�ne private constraints and properties� and
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	�
 active and programmable connections between role instances� which are de�ned and con�
trolled by rules with temporal constraints in addition to pre� and post�conditions� TEMPO
is data�centered� and is built on top of Adele � ���� an active con�guration management sys�
tem with data�driven triggering� which enables to realize rule processing in TEMPO� While
TEMPO provides for de�nition of �personal processes and supports coordination among
them� it is still inherently centralized� in that it requires a single database as the coordina�
tion platform� and supports multiple views of essentially a single group process� de�ned in a
top�down fashion�

� Conclusions and Future Work

Two key concerns guided this research� 	�
 maximizing local autonomy� both physically and
logically� so as not to force a priori any global or inter�site constraints on the de�nition�
execution and operation of local sites� unless explicitly speci�ed in a particular environment
instance� and 	�
 �exibility and �ne�grained control over the degree of interoperability�

The high�level approach to address decentralization was to extend the notions of process
modeling and process enactment to inter�process modeling and inter�process enactment� re�
spectively� The former was achieved by the Treaty� In essence� a Treaty is an abstraction
that speci�es shared sub�processes for interoperability purposes while retaining the privacy
of the local sub�processes� Treaties have several unique characteristics� First� they require
explicit and active participation of the involved entities to mutually agree on the nature of
the interoperability� thereby balancing autonomy and global speci�cation� Second� the def�
inition of Treaties is �ne�grained in two respects� they are de�ned pairwise� between every
two sites that need to interoperate� as opposed to being global and known in all sites of a
multi�site environment� and each Treaty is formed over a single and a small sub�process unit�
Still� complex Treaties can be formed 	and subsequently executed
 between any number of
sites and involve arbitrarily large sub�processes� by successive invocations of simple Treaties
	which could be optimized from the user interface perspective
� The third characteristic
of Treaties is that they are superimposed on top of pre�existing processes as opposed to
being speci�ed as part of each individual process� this enables gradual and incremental es�
tablishment of interoperability and supports the decentralized bottom�up approach� Fourth�
they are designed to support local evolutions including unilateral retraction from Treaties
	combined with dynamic Treaty veri�cation
� on demand�

Inter�process execution was achieved by the complementary Summit model� Summits are the
execution abstraction for Treaty�de�ned sub�processes� They support multi�site enactment
of shared sub�processes involving artifacts and�or users from multiple sites� while maximiz�
ing local execution of related private sub�processes� This is done by successively alternating
between shared and private execution modes� the former is used for the synchronous ex�
ecution of the 	�ne�grained
 shared activities� involving artifacts� tools� and�or users from
multiple sites� and the latter is used for the autonomous execution of any private subtasks
emanating from prerequisites and consequences of the shared activities�

��




�� Future Work

The �rst issue to further explore is extensions of the basic Treaty�Summit model with more
abstractions that support alternative modes of interoperability� both in modeling and in
execution� For example� enabling to model and enact local activities that execute simulta�
neously� Another extension concerns enhanced groupware modeling facilities for tools and
users� Finally� support for site hierarchy should be explored�

Addressing heterogeneity and interoperability at the PSEE and PML levels in conjunction
with the process�interoperability model described in this paper� are other important avenues
to explore�

Finally� it seems that the idea of describing the behavior of autonomous entities formally�
as a basis for constructing consistent and trustworthy interoperability among them� and
operating within an environment that supports their execution� goes beyond software process
modeling and can be applied to general distributed and decentralized system design� For
example� this could be used to model and subsequently support interoperability among
autonomous Internet repositories� making them more active and responsive to other objects
on the network�
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Appendix A� A Sample Treaty Rule from Emerald City

� �����������������������������������������������������������������

� A Treaty rule for Updating interfaces for Workspace Project

� �LOCAL�PROJECT� based on changes in the Master Project �PROJECT�

� �����������������������������������������������������������������

update�interface
�lp�LOCAL�PROJECT� �p�PROJECT�

�and �exists SUBSYSTEM �s suchthat �and �ancestor 
�p �s�

��s�Name � �lp�subsystem���

� Find local interface

� ��������������������

�forall PROTOTYPE �LPT suchthat �member 
�lp�proto �LPT��

�exists INC �i suchthat �member 
�lp�inc �i��

�forall HFILE �h suchthat �member 
�i�hfiles �h��

� Find master interfaces

� ����������������������

�forall PROTOTYPE �PT suchthat �member 
�p�proto �PT��

�exists INC �ii suchthat �member 
�lp�interface �ii��

�forall COMPONENT �CD suchthat �ancestor 
�s �CD��

�forall LIB �l suchthat �linkto 
�CD�lib �l��

��



�forall MODULE �m suchthat �linkto 
�m�library �l��

�forall SRC �sr suchthat �member 
�sr�libs �l��

�forall INC �ri suchthat

�or �member 
�sr�incs �ri�

�linkto 
�m�related�incs �ri�

�member 
�p�common�incs �ri����

�

� TREATY�TOOLS install�interface �i �h�contents �ii �ri�directory

�sr�sys�includes �p�tags �lp�tags

�PT�contents �LPT�contents

return �i�path �ii�path �combine �

�and no�chain ��lp�interface�version � ��

��lp�interface�version � �p�interface�version�

no�chain ��lp�sys�includes � �combine�

no�chain ��i�directory � �i�path�

no�chain ��i�recompile�mod � false�

no�chain ��ii�directory � �ii�path�

no�chain ��ii�recompile�mod � false���

��


